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ABSTRACT 

The goal of this thesis is to replace a voltage-to-frequency (V/f) converter in the given 

inductor-inductor-capacitor (LLC) converter with an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter to 

prevent a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) from needing to monitor signals 

continuously. The proposed signal and sensor design alternative is to use A/D converters 

for the voltage and the battery temperature measurements, and to send only one gate 

signal that can be used to drive both MOSFETs in the LLC converter. Two candidates are 

considered for the A/D converter. The first solution is the AD7792/7793 A/D converter, 

which can monitor both the voltage and the temperature simultaneously. The 

AD7792/7793 transmits one data signal to the FPGA and receives three data signals from 

the FPGA. The second solution is the ADS1000, which uses the I2C protocol to 

communicate with the FPGA. The ADS1000 receives the read/write command and clock 

data from the FPGA and sends converted digital data to the FPGA. For efficient 

processing, we recommend the use of the ADS1000, since the FPGA and the A/D 

converter have bidirectional communication capabilities and the AD7792/7793 requires 

more optocouplers, more space, and more wires in the circuit. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The inductor-inductor-capacitor (LLC) converter is popular for DC to DC power 

conversion. Presently, the LLC converter uses a voltage-to-frequency (V/f) converter to 

monitor the DC output battery voltage and the battery temperature. The V/f converter 

used in the laboratory is the LM231 [1]. The V/f converter creates a square-wave digital 

signal, where the frequency of the square-wave is proportional to the input DC voltage. 

The fact that the V/f converter digital signal is asynchronous presents a problem in the 

implementation, which is the problem this thesis addresses.  

Since the output of the V/f converter is an asynchronous digital square-wave 

independent of all system clocks, it must be constantly monitored to find transitions so 

that the frequency can be measured. This process is very time consuming, and we 

propose to develop a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) implementation so that 

voltage and temperature can be measured in real-time. The given LLC converter is shown 

in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1.  The existing LLC converter with V/f converters used for data 
acquisition. 
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The goal of this thesis is to replace V/f converters in the given circuit with an 

analog-to-digital (A/D) converter to prevent the FPGA from needing to monitor signals 

continuously. The circuit has two V/f converters to monitor both the voltage and the 

temperature. The proposed signal and sensor design alternative is to use A/D converters 

for the voltage and temperature measurements. The control signals are modified to send 

only one gate signal that can be used to drive both MOSFETs in the LLC converter.  

Two solutions are proposed for the A/D converter. The first solution is based on 

the AD7792/7793 [2] A/D converter, which has the capability of monitoring both the 

voltage and the temperature simultaneously. In this way we need only one AD7792/7793, 

which transmits one converted digital data to the FPGA and receives three digital data 

from the FPGA. The AD7792/7793 application to the LLC is shown in Figure 2.  

 
Figure 2.  The proposed data acquisition architecture using the 

AD7792/7793 for the LLC converter. 

The second solution is based on the ADS1000 [3], which communicates with the 

FPGA by an Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) interface. The ADS1000 receives the 

read/write command and clock data from the FPGA and sends a converted digital data to 

the FPGA. The ADS1000 application to the LLC is shown in Figure 2. 

 xvi 



Figure 3. The proposed data acquisition architecture using the 
ADS1000 for the LLC converter. 

The second solution has the advantage of being more efficient. For this reason, 

and based on our results, we recommend the use of the ADS1000 not only because the 

FPGA and the A/D converter have bidirectional communication capabilities but also in 

view of the fact that the AD7792/7793 requires more optocouplers and more space in the 

circuit. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. BACKGROUND 

In the past twenty years power electronic converters have become widespread 

beyond the traditional industry applications such as motor drives. Since power converters 

have become the enabling technology for large markets such as consumer electronics, 

automotive and renewable energy sources, the need to increase their power density and 

reliability has grown together with the requirement of lower cost. Integration of control 

and sensing functions into the design of a power converter reduces cost and improves 

both reliability and performance. Microchip Inc. [1] is one of the many manufacturers 

that have made a significant effort to add these features to their products, which makes 

them more attractive to customers. An example is the integration of digital control 

techniques into the power system, which replaces the standard analog implementation. 

The advantage is that it provides efficient management of functions in the power system. 

An improved signal processing architecture to control an inductor-inductor-capacitor 

(LLC) power converter is displayed in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1.  Improved signal processing architecture (from [1]). 
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According to its website [1], the Level 4 integration goals of Microchip are stated 

as follows: “for various power conversion and power control applications, they offer 

higher power density, lower system costs, improved reliability, and lower manufacturing 

and maintenance costs” [1]. 

It turns out that their microprocessor does achieve these goals; however, it has a 

number of redundant functions, not necessary in many applications. To build a circuit 

which performs a specific function, the integration of control and sensing functions 

should be part of the power converter’s design. 

In this thesis, sensor integration is used to build specific functions for an LLC 

power converter used in a multi-cell battery charger as shown in Figure 2. The laboratory 

prototype shown in the photograph was implemented on a custom printed circuit board 

(PCB) using commercial-off-the-shelf components to minimize the cost of the design. 

The LLC converter was designed to trickle charge individual battery cells in a multi-cell 

battery string while monitoring each cell’s voltage and temperature. The goal is to 

equalize the battery charging level, which provides increased reliability and total stored 

charge for the battery pack.  

The battery stack setup is shown in Figure 3. In this circuit, the LLC converter 

was used to charge each battery so that they are all charged to the same level, improving 

their reliability. The block diagram of the given LLC converter’s control circuit is shown 

in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 2.  An LLC converter implemented on a custom PCB (from [2], 

[3]). 
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Figure 3.  Multi-cell battery stack setup (from [2], [3]). 

 
Figure 4.  Block diagram of the existing LLC converter with V/f 

converters. 

In the existing implementation, two voltage-to-frequency (V/f) converters 

(LM231 [4]) are used in the LLC converter to measure two analog signals because the 

V/f converter cannot receive two signals simultaneously. The V/f converters convert the 

DC output battery voltage and the battery temperature to digital signals and transmit them 
 3 



to a field-programmable gate array (FPGA). The FPGA reads those digital signals from 

the V/f converters. In addition, the FPGA controls the operation of the whole circuit with 

three signals, which are Enable, Gate1, and Gate2 as shown in Figure 4.  

The Half-Bridge Driver in Figure 4, (the ADuM7234 [5] chip), is for turning the 

Metal-oxide Semiconductor Field-effect Transistors (MOSFETs) on and off and provides 

the MOSFET with up to 4.0 A peak current and enough gate voltage to keep them fully 

on. The MOSFETs are the power devices in the LLC converter (blue box in Figure 4). 

Three signals are sent to the LLC converter: the enable signal and two gate drive signals. 

The enable signal makes the gate signals activate, and the gate signals are the voltage 

signals that drive the power switches (MOSFETs). The control signals sent by the FPGA 

are isolated from the LLC converter by the ADuM7234. 

An optocoupler (OPTO in Figure 4) is used for feedback from the LLC converter 

to provide electrical isolation between the battery stack and the FPGA. The temperature 

sensor does not need an optocoupler since it has self-isolation because it is a plastic 

packaged sensor. Six LLC converters control the six cells in the battery stack as shown in 

Figure 5. Each has a twelve pin interface to the main control board, resulting in a large 

number of wires as can be noticed in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5.  This photograph shows that many wires are needed to 

interface the six LLC converters (red arrow) to the FPGA controller. 
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In the conversion of voltage-to-frequency, the digital signal of the V/f converter is 

asynchronous and presents a problem in the implementation. Since the output of the V/f 

converter is an asynchronous digital square-wave independent of all system clocks, it 

must be constantly monitored to find digital signal transitions so that the frequency can 

be measured. This process is very time consuming, and alternative solutions are 

discussed. The sensor circuitry for the LLC converter, as currently implemented, is 

shown in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6.  Sensor circuitry (from [6]). 

The frequency is determined by properly sampling the voltage and temperature 

signals and is processed in the FPGA. The flow chart of the software which is used in the 

LLC power converter is shown in Figure 7. The frequency is computed by the edge 

detector which creates rising edge signals and makes the clock cycles decide the signal 

period. This period is the V/f signal period and is saved in the FPGA [6]. 
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Figure 7.  V/f converter software algorithm (from [6]). 

B. OBJECTIVES 

The goal of this thesis is to replace the two V/f converters shown in Figure 4 with 

a two-channel analog-to-digital (A/D) converter in the given LLC power converter 

circuit. This can eliminate the need for the FPGA to monitor signals continuously, thus 

reducing its signal processing burden. This reduces the size and cost of the FPGA 

compared to the existing implementation. Two candidate A/D converter solutions are 

investigated in this thesis. 

C. APPROACH 

By replacing the two V/f converters with an A/D converter, we can eliminate the 

need for the FPGA to monitor the signals continuously. The proposed signal and sensor 

design alternative is to use A/D converters for the voltage and the temperature 

measurements and to send only one gate signal that can be used to drive both MOSFETs 

in the LLC converter. When the gate signal is idle, the converter is disabled, which also 

eliminates the need for a separate enable signal. 
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This interface requires one control signal and one or three data signals for the A/D 

converter, depending on which A/D converter is chosen. One advantage is that the A/D 

can be queried by the FPGA anytime. In addition, A/D converters have multi-input 

channel capability; therefore, the given circuit needs only one A/D converter to measure 

both the voltage and the temperature. This is an improvement with respect to the existing 

V/f converters, which must be monitored continuously so that the frequency can be 

detected from the voltage transitions.  

D. THESIS ORGANIZATION 

Chapter II includes the LLC topology to help explain the circuit operation, and a 

general A/D converter explanation to provide the basic concept of an A/D converter. 

Detailed explanations of two candidate A/D converters are included in Chapter III, in 

addition to the results and the experimental analysis of the A/D 7792/7793 converter. 

Conclusions and recommendations are presented in Chapter IV. 
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II. THE LLC TOPOLOGY AND A/D CONVERTER THEORY OF 
OPERATION 

An LLC converter is a solid state switching power converter, which is generally 

used for “higher efficiency, higher power density, and higher component density” [7]. 

The LLC converter behaves like an ideal current source and reduces the stress and loss of 

the solid state switching devices because of its resonant operation [8]. 

Two continuous analog signals, the battery voltage and the temperature, need to 

be converted to digital signals to control the power converter. An A/D converter is a 

device for sampling and converting a continuous analog voltage to a discrete-time digital 

signal. The LLC topology is explained in section A to help understand the circuit 

operation. A general A/D converter explanation is given in section B to provide the basic 

concept of an A/D converter. 

A. LLC TOPOLOGY 

The LLC power converter topology, which is shown in Figure 8, is used in a 

battery charger because it behaves like an ideal current source. The LLC converter also 

reduces the losses of the MOSFET power devices because it operates in a resonant mode 

so that the devices can be turned on and off when zero current is flowing in the devices. 

An LLC tank is made of two inductors and a capacitor on the primary side of the 

transformer, as shown in Figure 8. If it did not have the magnetization branch of the 

transformer mL , it would be identical to a series-loaded resonant (SLR) converter [8]. 

The primary side of this circuit could be a half-bridge or a full bridge. A half- 

bridge is used presently and includes two MOSFET switches ( 1Q  and 2Q ) in a switching 

bridge to excite the LLC tank; a full bridge has four. The secondary side is a center 

tapped rectifier after a capacitive filter. The resonant components rL , rC , and mL are 

the passive elements in this circuit where rL  is a resonant inductance, mL  is the 

magnetizing inductance and rC  is the resonant capacitor [8]. 

 9 



 
Figure 8.  The LLC converter (after [8]). 

This power converter works with various frequencies. It is very important to 

control the switching frequency in the power converter because its efficiency is related to 

the switching frequency.  

In the circuit shown in Figure 8, “there are two resonant frequencies, one 

determined by rL  and rC , the other determined by mL , rL  and rC “ [8]. The two 

resonant frequencies can be calculated as [8]  

 1
1

2
f

LrCrπ
=   (1) 

and 

 2
1  .

2 ( )
f

Lr Lm Crπ
=

+
 (2) 

The simulated waveform of the LLC converter is shown in Figure 9. This power 

converter works at a switching frequency between the resonant frequencies defined in (1) 

and (2). The voltage aV  is the voltage applied to the resonant converter (shown in Figure 

9) using the DC source inV  as shown in Figure 8. The variables _ rI L  and _ mI L  are 

the currents in the inductors rL  and mL  shown in Figure 8. The current oI  is the output 

current on the secondary side of the transformer and tV  is the transformer primary 

voltage. The whole operation can be analyzed by breaking it down into three different 

modes as explained in the next three subsections [8]. 
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Figure 9.  Simulated waveform of the LLC converter (from [8]). 

1. Mode 1 (t0 to t1) 

This mode initiates at 0t . At this moment, the switch 2Q  is turned off, and the 

_ rI L  flows to the left in Figure 10, which is a negative current in Figure 9. This 

negative _ rI L  flows to the body diode of 1Q  , which provides a zero-voltage switching 

(ZVS) condition for 1Q . When the _ rI L  flows through the body diode of 1Q , the _ rI L  

increases and makes the secondary diode 1D conduct and oI  increases, as shown in 

Figures 9 and 10. At this moment, the transformer sees the output voltage, which is the 

voltage across oC , the output capacitor of the secondary side, as shown in Figure 8. The 

inductor mL  is driven with a constant voltage source during this mode [8].  

 
Figure 10.  The LLC converter operation mode 1 (from [8]). 
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2. Mode 2 (t1 to t2) 

The resonant current _ rI L  flows to the right as shown in Figure 11 during this 

mode of operation. The current is positive in rL , as shown in Figure 9, after 1t  and 

before 2t  . This is the beginning of mode 2. The current _ rI L  flows through the 

MOSFET 1Q  body diode during mode 1. The current becomes positive and then 

decreases in the MOSFET during mode 2. During mode 2, the output rectifier diode 1D  

conducts, and the transformer secondary voltage is fixed at the output voltage oV . The 

magnetizing inductor mL  is linearly charged by the output voltage, so it does not 

participate in the resonant action during this period. In mode 2, the circuit works like a 

series-resonant converter (SRC) with rL  and rC  as the resonant components at the 

frequency in (1). This mode ends when the _ rI L  is the same as _ mI L  . The output 

current oI  reaches zero at the end of this mode [8]. 

 
Figure 11.  The LLC converter in operation mode 2 (from [8]). 

3. Mode 3 (t2 to t3) 

The circuit operation in mode 3 is shown in Figure 12. The resonant current 

_ rI L  is the same as the _ mI L  and oI  reaches zero at 2t  , as shown in Figure 9. Both 

the output rectifier diodes 1D  and 2D  of the secondary circuit are reverse biased, and the 
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transformer’s secondary voltage is lower than the oV , as shown in Figure 9. In this mode, 

the output is decoupled from the transformer. Thus, the output is not connected to the 

primary, and mL participates in the resonant oscillations as defined in (2). The 

magnetizing inductance mL  forms a resonant tank in series with rL  and rC . This mode 

ends when 1Q  is turned off. As can be seen from the waveform in Figure 9, 1Q  turns off 

its current at 3t ; this current is small compared with the peak current, which reduces the 

switching losses [8]. The next half cycle of operation is the same as analyzed above 

where modes 1 through 3 repeat [8]. 

 
Figure 12.  The LLC converter in operation mode 3 (from [8]). 

B. A/D CONVERTER DESCRIPTION 

An A/D converter is a device for sampling and converting a continuous analog 

voltage to a discrete time digital signal. At each sample, the relation between the analog 

voltage inV  and its numerical representation is given by [9] 

  (V) 2 2n nin in in

ref ref ref

V V VG G
V V V

γ + −

+ −

−
= ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅

−
 (3) 

where γ  is the digital code of output in volts (V), n  is the number of output bits, G  is 

the gain factor, refV  is the reference voltage and inV  is the input signal to the A/D 

converter. Figure 13 is a block diagram of a typical A/D converter circuit. 
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Figure 13.  A typical A/D converter block diagram (from [9]). 

Two pins are used for inV +  and –inV  signal inputs, and the A/D converter 

reference voltage is provided with internal or external power. The accuracy of the 

converted value is determined by the reference voltage, which should be constant and not 

sensitive to temperature changes. The ideal transfer function of a 3-bit A/D converter is 

displayed in Figure 14. In this example, the A/D converter uses eight different digital 

output codes to represent the analog input voltage. The largest number from the A/D 

converter is ( )1 /N N− , where N  is the number of digital output codes. In the case of the 

3-bit A/D converter, the largest number is 7/8, since the number of bits is three [9]. The 

smallest value represented by the output is zero. 

 
Figure 14.  Transfer function of a general 3-bit A/D converter (after [9]). 
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Many factors affect the capability of an A/D converter and are described in 

reference [9]. In this thesis, two A/D converters are studied as possible solutions to 

replace the V/f converters for this data acquisition problem. Both A/D converters have 

similar functions, however, they have different interfaces and different communication 

protocols. Characteristics of the two candidate A/D converters and some measured test 

data are presented in the next chapter to find a viable solution for our data acquisition 

architecture. 
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III. A/D CONVERTERS FOR IMPROVED DATA ACQUISITION 

The data acquisition system is required to measure two voltages, the battery 

voltage and the temperature sensor voltage, and report this data to the FPGA. Two 

possible solutions for data acquisition are explained in this chapter.  

A. AD7792/7793 A/D CONVERTER DESCRIPTION 

The first proposed solution is based on the AD7792/7793 A/D converter that has 

“low power, low noise, and complete analog front-ends for high precision measurement 

applications” [10]. This chip contains a “16/24 bit ∑-∆ analog-to-digital (ADC), a low 

noise instrumentation amplifier, an internal clock, and a low noise, low drift internal band 

gap reference” [10]. This chip can work with an external clock. The functional block 

diagram of the AD7792/7793 is shown in Figure 15 [10]. 

 
Figure 15.  The AD7792/7793 functional block diagram (from [10]). 

1. The AD7792/7793 Theory of Operation  

The AD7792/7793 has the capability of measuring three channel inputs 

simultaneously, including ± analog input 1, ± analog input 2, and ± reference input (or ± 
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analog input 3). The serial clock (SCLK) is the serial clock input that is the clock signal 

for the data transfer to and from the ADC. The serial clock has a Schmitt triggered input 

that provides a suitable interface with the OPTO isolation. The clock signal (CLK), 

shown in Figure 16, is the clock in/out trigger that drives the ADC from a common clock 

and achieves simultaneous conversions. The signal CS is the chip select input for the 

interface that activates the ADC and can be used to select the SCLK, data input (DIN), 

and data output (DOUT). The internal output 1 (IOUT1) and IOUT2 are the outputs of 

the internal excitation current source and are not used for this application. The AVDD is 

the supply voltage from 2.7 V to 5.25 V. The DVDD is the digital interface supply voltage 

and is used by the serial interface pins. The DVDD is independent of the AVDD [10].  

The data out and ready (DOUT/RDY) pin shown in Figure 16 is the serial data 

output and data ready output, which functions not only as the serial data output pin to 

access the ADC output but also as the data ready pin to report conversion completion. For 

example, the pin stays high if the data is not read after the conversion, which indicates 

that data is ready to be read. The DIN is the serial data input and controls the register 

selection bits to identify proper register settings. The pin configuration of the 

AD7792/7793 is shown in Figure 16 [10].  

 
Figure 16.  The AD7792/7793 converter pin configuration (from [10]). 
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2. Experimental Observations

In this thesis, a demonstration board was used to evaluate the AD7792/7793 

converter operation. The demonstration board used, the EVAL-AD7792, is powered by a 

5 V power supply through a USB connection from a computer. This USB connection 

facilitates the communication between the computer and the board. The AD7792/7793 

demonstration board is shown in Figure 17. Analog input signals from a signal generator 

were connected to the right side of the pin pairs that are marked AIN1(+) and AIN1(-), as 

displayed in Figure 18. The left side of the pin pairs is ground. The output signals (DIN, 

DOUT/RDY, CS, and SCLK) were connected to an oscilloscope to monitor the signals, 

as displayed in Figure 19 [11]. 

Figure 17. The AD7792/7793 demonstration board. 

Figure 18. The AD7792/7793 demonstration board analog input pin 
connection. 
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Figure 19. The AD7792/7793 demonstration board digital output pin 
connection. 

The AD7792/7793 emulation software tool graphical user interface is shown in 

Figure 20. Using this software tool, we can measure the input signals with various update 

rates, gains, and number of samples. Internal and external clock settings can be used [11]. 

The software tool displays a converted signal with the voltage plotted versus the samples, 

which can be easily converted to the time-domain because the sample rate is known. 

Figure 20. The AD7792/7793 converter emulation software tool 
graphical user interface. 
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To operate the demonstration board, an input channel must be selected using the 

software tool. Although the AD7792/7793 has a simultaneous measurement capability of 

all three inputs, the demonstration board cannot monitor all three signals simultaneously, 

so it must measure them one-by-one; thus, the multi-input measurement is not shown and 

is not required for this application.   

3. Analysis of the Experimentation Results

The measured waveform picture that was exported from the software tool is 

shown in Figure 21. The AD7792/7793 accepts bipolar signals or unipolar signals; since 

the target application is a unipolar signal the results shown here are unipolar [10]. The 

input signal is DC with a superimposed AC oscillation as expected for this application. 

Figure 21. The exported waveform from the software tool. 

The y-axis indicates the voltage of the input signal, and the x-axis is the sample 

number. Neither the y-axis nor the x-axis can be modified in the software tool, but the 

user can see the binary-coded numbers in the software tool when this setting is selected. 

The offset binary output of the A/D converter goes from 00000000 for a negative full-

scale input to 11111111 for a positive full-scale input, and zero volts is represented by 

10000000 [10]. An applied signal from a signal generator is 10 Hz with 0.56 Vpp added to 

0.746 Vdc offset. The input signal waveform which appears on the oscilloscope is shown 

in Figure 22. The mean value, the peak-to-peak voltage and the frequency of the 

waveform were measured by the oscilloscope, and the measurements appear in Figure 22. 
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Figure 22. The input signal measured on an oscilloscope. 

For the example shown here the sample rate is 470 Hz and the gain is one, which 

is set by the software tool. It should be noted that the sample rate of the A/D converter is 

referred to as the “update rate” in Figure 20. One hundred samples are recorded by the 

computer. In this example, the software tool displays two cycles of the signal with 100 

samples. Since the frequency is 10 Hz and the period is 100 ms, the duration of two 

cycles is 200 ms. The exported data is plotted by Matlab to generate a graph with time on 

the x-axis as shown in Figure 23. 

Figure 23. Matlab graph from exported data. 
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The next analysis shows the behavior of the A/D converter when the input signal 

exceeds the allowable voltage constraints. The results also show that the A/D converter 

can process bipolar inputs even though the A/D converter is powered by a unipolar 

supply voltage. The bipolar input capability demonstration is not needed for this 

application. 

The maximum output of this demonstration board is constrained to +/- 1.17 V by 

the internal reference voltage; thus, in this example, the input signal is over 1.17 V, and 

the output data is saturated at +/- 1.17 V (Figures 24 and 25). To show this saturation, a 

signal at 10 Hz and 2.8 Vpp with no offset voltage was used. The input signal waveform is 

a bipolar signal feeding the A/D converter even though a unipolar power supply of 5 Vdc 

was used for the A/D converter. The bipolar input is allowed because the AIN- is biased 

by an internal supply of 1.17 Vdc. For an external reference, the maximum output data 

can be up to +/- 2.5 V; however, an experiment with an external reference was not 

executed. 

Figure 24. Example of saturation of 10 Hz, 2.8 Vpp input signal. 
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Figure 25. Matlab graph of 10 Hz, 2.8 Vpp output data with no DC 
offset. 

The AD7792/7793 has both a single and continuous conversion mode; however, 

only the continuous conversion mode, which is appropriate to accommodate the 

continuous sampling requirement of the LLC converter, was used. There are four signals 

that must be checked with the AD7792/7793 converter: CS, DIN, DOUT/RDY, and 

SCLK. The CS chooses the device, SCLK determines the serial clock input for the device 

and controls each data transfer. The DIN is used for the data transfer to the on-chip 

registers, and the DOUT/RDY provides an access to the on-chip registers containing the 

converted signal data. These four output signals from experimental measurements are 

shown in Figure 26.  

Figure 26. Digital output signals (CH1:DIN, CH2: DOUT, CH3: CLK, 
CH4:CS). 
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An example of the expected waveforms is shown in Figure 27, which was taken 

from the AD7792/7793 datasheet. Similar signal patterns are displayed in Figures 26 and 

27. 

Figure 27. Output signals from the datasheet (from [10]). 

In Figure 26, the green line that displays the CS goes low, and the yellow line that 

displays the DIN has two signal pulses. The data DIN is compared with the purple line 

(the SCLK) that presents the binary numbers. The data DIN is valid on the rising edges of 

SCLK. In Figure 28, which zooms in on the DIN signal, the yellow line represents 

01011000 [10]. This number represents 58 hex, which is shown in Figure 27 for the DIN 

signal. From the AD7792/7793 datasheet, this means that the A/D converter is exiting the 

continuous read mode of operation.  

Figure 28. DIN exiting the continuous read command (the yellow line) 
(CH1:DIN (01011000), CH2: DOUT, CH3: CLK, CH4:CS). 
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The output data activity on the DOUT/RDY signal is shown in Figure 29. When 

the DIN line goes low, the DOUT/RDY signal, which is displayed as the blue line in 

Figure 29, transmits the data. The activity on the DOUT/RDY signal in Figure 29 shows 

the data representing one sample event. The oscilloscope was AC coupled in Figure 29 

for channel 1 so it does not display zero volts for channel 1. 

Figure 29. DOUT(the blue line) transmitting data (CH1:DIN, CH2: 
DOUT, CH3: CLK, CH4:CS). 

In this experimental result, the update rate was set to 470 Hz with the software 

tool, as previously shown in Figure 19. Using the software tool, the update rate was 

selected from the range 4.17 to 470. It is seen in Figure 30 that the period of data activity 

is 2.13 ms, which is 1/470. The two vertical lines in Figure 30 show the period of the data 

activity on the communication lines, and the distance between the markers for the two 

lines are 2.13 ms. It is shown in Figure 30 that the data is transmitted at 470 Hz by the 

activity of the DOUT/RDY, which is channel 2 in Figure 30. 
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Figure 30. An example of the sample rate (CH1:DIN, CH2: DOUT, 
CH3: CLK, CH4:CS). 

4. AD7792/7793 Application to the LLC Converter

Since the A/D converter is a two-channel A/D converter and has the capability to 

monitor both the voltage and the temperature signals simultaneously, the LLC circuit data 

acquisition system needs only one A/D converter. The FPGA does not need the software 

to monitor both the voltage and the temperature signal; however, the FPGA is required to 

monitor one converted digital data from the A/D converter, DOUT/RDY. The FPGA 

receives one signal (DOUT) and sends three signals (CS, SCLK, and DIN) to the 

A/D7792/7793 converter. The LLC converter circuit needs four optocouplers to isolate 

the signals from the battery. A proposed data acquisition architecture using the 

AD7792/7793 for the LLC circuit is shown in Figure 31 where four optocouplers are 

used.  
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Figure 31. Proposed data acquisition architecture using the 
AD7792/7793 for the LLC circuit. 

B. ADS 1000 A/D CONVERTER EXAMINATION 

The second solution considered for the data acquisition system is based on the 

ADS1000 A/D converter that uses the Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) compatible serial 

interface. The ADS1000 is designed for applications including voltage monitors, battery 

management, and temperature measurement. This chip includes an A/D converter, the I2C 

interface, the programmable gain amplifier (PGA), and the clock oscillator. The PGA 

offers voltage gains up to eight, and amplifies small signals to measure them more 

precisely. The ADS1000’s functional block diagram is shown in Figure 32 [12]. 

Figure 32. The ADS1000 functional block diagram (from [12]). 
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The ADS1000 can be applied to the LLC converter for a precise measurement 

result and an easy circuit design solution with less effort and time. The ADS1000 chip 

configuration is shown in Figure 33 [12]. 

Figure 33. The ADS1000 pin configuration (from [12]). 

1. Operation Mode

The ADS1000 has two operation modes: continuous and single conversion mode. 

In this thesis, only the continuous conversion mode is studied for the two A/D converters 

needed. The ADS1000 continuously converts the input analog signal to a digital signal. 

When the conversion is finished, the final data is transferred to the output register by the 

ADS1000, and the chip starts another conversion immediately after the transfer. Bit 7 in 

the configuration register is “1” for continuous conversion mode [12]. 

2. I2C Interface

The ADS1000 uses an I2C bus interface for communication between a master 

device and slaves. The communication in the I2C is always formed between two devices, 

usually a master and a slave. In this communication, both the master and slave can read 

or write; however, only the slave can communicate with the master. The ADS1000 is just 
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a slave device. The I2C interface has a two-wire connection, including a bidirectional 

serial data line (SDA) and a serial clock line (SCL). The SDA carries data, and the SCL 

is clock information. The I2C uses groups of eight bits to transmit the data. The SDA can 

be used to both transmit data and receive data. When a master receives data from a slave, 

the slave uses the data line; when a master transmits a data to a slave, the master uses the 

SDA. Only the master drives the SCL. Because the ADS1000 is a slave, the SCL is 

always an input to the ADS1000 [12].  

During no communication, both the SDA and the SCL lines are high and the 

communication is idle. To begin a communication, the master causes a start condition for 

communications when the SCL is low. The start condition is indicated by the SCL being 

high and the SDA changing from high to low. A stop condition is indicated by the SCL 

being high and the SDA changing from low to high. After the start condition, the master 

sends the address byte, which identifies the slave it wants to communicate with. It also 

sends the slave the read/write bit together.  

Data of the I2C bus always includes an acknowledge bit in the transmitted byte. 

After a master sends a byte to a slave, the master stops driving the SDA and waits for the 

slave’s recognition. If the slave recognizes the acknowledge bit, it pulls the SDA to low. 

In the situation of non-acknowledge, the slave leaves the SDA high during acknowledge 

cycle, and the master sends the stop condition to finish communication. A timing diagram 

of ADS1000 is shown in Figure 34, and the parameters for this diagram are shown in 

Table 1 [12]. 

Figure 34. The I2C timing diagram (from [12]). 
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Table 1.   The I2C timing diagram definitions (from [12]). 

3. Reading from the ADS1000

The output register and data of the configuration register can be read at some 

designated point from the ADS1000. The ADS1000 uses three bytes for reading the 

address. The first two are used for the output register data, and the last byte of the three 

bytes is used for the configuration register data. It is not necessary for all three bytes to be 

read; only two bytes of the output register need to be read. Reading more than three bytes 

is meaningless. A reading timing diagram for the ADS1000 is shown in Figure 35 [12]. 

Figure 35. Reading timing diagram for the ADS1000 (from [12]). 
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4. Writing to the ADS1000

When addressing the ADS1000 to write, new data can be written to the 

configuration register. Writing more than one byte is meaningless, since the ADS1000 

neglects bytes after one byte and only recognizes the first byte. The writing timing 

diagram for the ASD1000 is shown in Figure 36 [12]. 

Figure 36. Writing timing diagram for the ASD1000 (from [12]). 

5. Basic Concept of the ADS1000 Application

The ADS1000 application contains fully differential voltage inputs inV +  and inV − , 

where both must be positive. A typical connection of the ADS1000 is shown in Figure 

37. Any type of microcontroller or microprocessor can be connected directly to the

ADS1000. In any case, ADS1000 will not act as a master, so it never drives the SCL low. 

Using pull-up resistors for both the SDA and the SCL is very important since the I2C 

interface has an open drain feature to support multiple devices. High valued resistors 

offer less consumption of power; but cause a time delay on the bus and limit the bus 

speed. Low valued resistors offer a higher bus speed with more power consumption [12]. 

Since our data acquisition system is slow, the response does not need to be fast and larger 

pull-up resistors can be used. 
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Figure 37. Example of the typical connection for the ASD1000 (from 
[12]). 

Only single-ended inputs are used because our data acquisition system has two 

single-ended signals to be measured. Even though the ADS1000 has a fully differential 

input, it can measure single-ended signals also. Voltage and temperature inputs are 

connected to pin 1, and the ground is connected to pin 2 as shown in Figure 38. Negative 

voltage cannot be connected to the inputs since the ADS1000 only accepts positive 

voltage. The single-ended connection is shown in Figure 38 [12]. 

Figure 38. Example of single-ended input connection for the ASD1000 
(from [12]). 
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6. ADS1000 Application to the LLC Converter

A proposed data acquisition architecture using the ADS1000 for the LLC 

converter is shown in Figure 39. It can be noted that there are two analog input signals 

into the A/D converter shown in Figure 39. One analog signal goes to each ADS1000. In 

the current example, the FPGA is a master and the ADS1000 is a slave. The FPGA is a 

microcontroller that has the capability of the I2C communication. When the FPGA 

receives the voltage and temperature data from the ADS1000, the ADS1000 uses the #1 

SDA line in Figure 39. When the FPGA transmits read/write data to the ADS1000, the 

FPGA uses the #2 SDA line in Figure 38. Only the FPGA uses the # 3 SCL line in Figure 

39. The ADS1000 never uses the SCL, since it cannot be a master. The SCL is always an

input to the ADS1000 from the FPGA. 

Figure 39. Proposed data acquisition architecture using the ADS1000 
for the LLC converter. 

The FPGA causes the start condition for the communication when the SCL is low. 

After the start condition, the FPGA sends the read/write bit to the ADS1000. After the 

FPGA sends a byte to the ADS1000, the FPGA stops driving the SDA and waits for the 

ADS1000’s recognition. If the ADS1000 recognizes the acknowledge bit, it pulls the 

SDA low. In the situation of non-acknowledge, the ADS1000 leaves the SDA high 
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during the acknowledge cycle. The FPGA sends the stop condition to finish 

communication. 

The FPGA transmits a command byte to the ADS1000 as a master. In the 

example of the ADS1000, even though it has the capability of bidirectional SDA 

communication, the circuit requires three optocouplers because it has a unidirectional 

communication (as shown in Figure 39). The ADS1112 is a dual channel A/D converter 

that operates just like the ADS1000 and works for two analog inputs, but the analysis 

presented in this thesis focuses on the operation of the ADS1000 that has only one input 

channel. Two ADS1000 A/D converters can be used or just one ADS1112 for this data 

acquisition system. 

This study shows that when using A/D converters, the FPGA computational 

burden is greatly reduced compared to using two V/f converters. When using V/f 

converters, the FPGA receives converted digital signals and monitors them continuously 

since the V/f converters are asynchronous. On the other hand, with A/D converters the 

FPGA receives the information periodically, thus it does not have to work as much.   

In conclusion, both A/D converters are viable solutions to reduce the FPGA 

computational load in comparison to the V/f solution used in the existing LLC converter. 

However, the ADS1000 is a preferred solution not only because the FPGA and the A/D 

converter have bidirectional communication capabilities but also in view of the fact that 

the ADS1000 requires fewer optocouplers and fewer pin connections than the 

AD7792/7793. In addition, in case the LLC converter needs better functions, the I2C bus 

interface, which is applied to the ADS1000, offers more flexibility without adding more 

A/D converters.   
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In the existing data acquisition architecture, the output of the V/f converters are 

asynchronous digital square-waves independent of all system clocks and must be 

constantly monitored to find the transitions so that the frequency can be measured. This 

process is very time consuming, and we propose to replace it on an FPGA with a fixed 

frequency sampling system using A/D converters so that voltage and temperature can be 

measured in real-time more easily. The asynchronous and continuous monitoring 

problems are easily solved with an A/D converter.  

The FPGA transmits one signal to the ADS1000 converter at a given time. The 

FPGA transmits three digital signals to the AD7792/7793 A/D converter at a given time. 

From the experiment conducted, it was found that a sampling time of 10 Hz is sufficient 

to monitor these signals for the target application circuit.  

For efficient processing, we recommend the use of the ADS1000 since the FPGA 

and the A/D converter have bidirectional communication capabilities. Furthermore, the 

ADS1000 requires less optocouplers, less space and fewer wires than the AD7792/7793 

in the LLC circuit. In addition, I2C bus interface, which is applied to the ADS1000, offers 

more extensibility to the LLC converter without connection waste. 

A viable alternative data acquisition strategy that has fewer interconnections and 

reduces the processing burden on the FPGA by making the signals synchronous was 

identified in this thesis. 

The given multi-cell charger has 12-pin interfaces between the LLC converters 

and the FPGA as was mentioned in Chapter I.B. Though this charger works well at this 

time, if many batteries (i.e., 20 or 30) must be charged, it could become a serious 

problem to interconnect everything. Increased number of batteries means more cables. If 

the circuit has 20 batteries, the circuit needs 240 cables; thus, future work should focus 

on reducing the number of cables, which was not accomplished in this thesis. This thesis 

proposes a solution to improve the hardware design of the LLC converter. Future work 
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should investigate the software for communication between an A/D converter and the 

FPGA.  
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APPENDIX A. AD7792/7793 DATASHEET 
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SPECIFICATIONS 
AVoo- 2.? V to S.lS V; DV,,,- 2.7 V \0 5.l5 V; GND ~ 0 V: aU >Tecllicntioos T,.,., lll T;~ox, unless olh<nvi$e note,l. 

Tabkl. 
Parametet' A07792B/A07793B' Unif Test Conditions/Comments 
A.DCCHANNEL 

Output Upclat" Aall> <U7 to470 111 nom 

No Mlssfng Codes- 24 Bits rr11r1 f,.t< < 2A2 Hi:. A07793 

16 Bits min A077<n. 

Ri>5olu<fon SooCutput Noise and Resolution Sp.,dfications 

Output Noise and Update Ral@s s .... output Noise and ResolllTion,Specifications 

integral Nonlinearity ±15 ppm of FSR max 

Offset Error' ±1 I'Vtyp 

Offset Error Drift vs. Tempe<ature' ±10 nvrc typ 

Fuii·S<ale Error" ' ±10 1JYtyp 

Gain Drift vs. Tempe<ature' ±1 ppmi'Ctyp Gain; 1 t o 16, extemal reference 

±3 ppmf Ctyp Gain= 32 to 128J e)(tt!rnal reference 
PoWer Supply Rejection 100 dB min AIN =1 V/g~in. galn .,4, external rt>ferenc" 

ANAlOG INPlfT'S 

OlfferentiJI IAput Voka9e Ranges ±VM•IGaln Vnom V~•J = RfFIN(+) REFIN( ) or ll!ternal refer€<1<<; 

gain= i to 128 

~bsolute AIN Voltage l imits· 

Unbuffered Mode GND-30mV Vmin Gai11= I or 2 
AV!X.I + 30mV Vmax 

Buffered Mod'e GND+ lOOmV Vmin Gain= I or 2 
AV!X.I - I OO mV Vmu 

ln·Amp ActiVIl' GND+ 300mV Vmin Gain= 4 to 118 

AVe.' - 1.1 Vmu 

Common·Mod,. Volta g.,, Vw OS Vmin Vcto~= (AIN(i-) +A IN(-))/2, garn = 4 t o 128 

Analog lnpLit Current 

Buffered Mode or In-Amp Active 

Average input Current· ±1 ,,Am;;x Gain~ I or 2, update rate < 100Hz 

t250 pAmax Gain~ 4 to 128, U!XIate rate< 100Hz 

Average input Current Drift ±2 pAI'Ctyp 

Unbuffered Mode- Gail\= 1 or 2. 
AVerag" Input Current ±400 nANtyp Input cur>ent varlei With Input vol!ag" 

Averag" Input Current Drift ±SO r;ANr ctvP 
Normal ModeR<!jll'ctlon • 

Internal Clock 

@ 50 H~ 60 H:z 65 dB min 80 dB typ, 50± 1 Hz, 60 t 1 Ht, FS[3:0] = 1010' 

.ov50 Hz 80 dBmln 90 dB typ. 50± 1 Hz, f5(3;0]"' 1001' 

''"60 Hz 90 dBmln 1 00 dB typ, 60 ± 1 Hz. FS!3:0] ~ 1 000' 
.External Clock 

•Jv SO Hz. 60 Hz 80 dBmln 90dB typ. 50± 1 Hz, 60± I Hz. FS[J,OJ ~ 1010'' 

,IV 50 Hz 94 dBmln 100 dB typ. 50± 1 Hz. FS!3J0] " HlOl l 

iJv 60Hz 90 dBmln 100 dB typ. 60 ± 1 Hz. FS(3:QJ " 1 000'' 
Cornmon·Mode RejHtion 

~ DC 100 dBm1n AIJ'I = 1 V/gain, gafn ;, 4 

@50flz,60Hz' 100 dBiT>In 50± 1 Hz,60f 1 Hz.FS[3,0]:]010' 

~,50~60H1' 100 dBtT>In 50± 1 H• <FS[3:0]= 1001 Y'. 60± 1 1-Jz 
(f5[3:0] "' 1 000)' 
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Parameter AD7792B/AD7793B' Unit Test Conditions/Comments 

REFERENCE 

Internal Reference 

Internal Reference Initial Accuracy 1.17±0.01% V min/max AVoo = 4 V, TA = 25"C 

Internal Reference Drift2 4 ppm!'Ctyp 

15 ppm!'C max 

Power Supply Rejection 85 dBtyp 

External Reference 

External REFIN Voltage 2.5 Vnom REFIN = REFIN(+)- REFIN(-) 

Reference Voltage Range2 0.1 Vmin 

AVoo Vmax When VREF = AVoo, the differential input must be 
limited to 0.9 xVREF /gain ifthe in-amp is active 

Absolute REF IN Voltage Limits2 GND -30 mV Vmin 

AVoo+ 30 mV Vmax 
Average Reference Input Current 400 nANtyp 

Average Reference Input Current ±0.03 nAN!'Ctyp 
Drift 

Normal Mode Rejection Same as for analog inputs 

Common-Mode Rejection 100 dBtyp 

EXCITATION CURRENT SOURCES 

(IEXC1 and IEXC2) 

Output Current 1 0/21 0/1 000 ~A nom 

Initial Tolerance at 25°( ±5 o/otyp 

Drift 200 ppm!'Ctyp 

Current Matching ±0.5 o/otyp Matching between IEXC1 and IEXC2; VouT = OV 

Drift Matching 50 ppm!'Ctyp 

Line Regulation (Voo) 2 %Ntyp AVoo = 5V ± 5% 

Load Regulation 0.2 %Ntyp 

Output Compliance AVoo- 0.65 Vmax 10 ~A or 210 ~A currents selected 

AVoo-1.1 Vmax 1 mA currents selected 

GND -30 mV Vmin 

TEMPERATURE SENSOR 

Accuracy ±2 "Ctyp Applies if user calibrates the temperature 
Sensitivity 0.81 mV/"Ctyp sensor 

BIAS VOLTAGE GENERATOR 

VBIAS AVoo/2 Vnom 

VBIAs Generator Start-Up Time See Figure 10 ms/nF typ Dependent on the capacitance on the AIN pin 

INTERNAL/EXTERNAL CLOCK 

Internal Clock 

Frequency2 64± 3% kHz min/max 

Duty Cycle 50:50 o/otyp 

External Clock 

Frequency 64 kHz nom A 128kHz external clock can be used if the 
divide-by-2 function is used 
(BitCLK1 =CLKO= 1) 

Duty Cycle 45:55 to 55:45 o/otyp Applies for external64 kHz clock; a 128kHz 
clock can have a less stringent duty cycle 

LOGIC INPUTS 
(52 

V1NL, Input Low Voltage 0.8 Vmax DVoo = 5 V 

0.4 Vmax DVoo = 3 V 
V1NH, Input High Voltage 2.0 Vmin DVoo = 3 V or 5 V 

Rev. B I Page 4 of 32 
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Param~ter AD77928/AD779381 Unit Test <:onditions/Comm~l1 

SCLK. CLK. and DIN (S<hmrtt-
Triggered Input]' 

Vt (i) 1.4/2 Vmin/V max D\loo= SV 
Vt (-) 0.8/1.7 Vmin/V max Dlioo=5V 

Vr(+) v .() 0.1/0.1 7 Vmin/Vmax DVoo=SV 

Vt(t) 0.9/2 Vn1in/Vmax Dlloc·=3V 
Vt (-) OA/1.35 Vrnin/V max DVoo=3V 

Vl (t) - V·,(-) 0.0610.13 V rnin(Vmax 0 1/oo= 3V 

Input Currents ±10 ~A max V<i ;OVe<> orGND 
Input Upadtance 10 pFcyp All digital inputs 

LOGIC OUTPUTS (INCLUDING CLK} 

V<><, Output High Voltage- DVrJr! 0.6 Vmin DVoo ; 3 V.lr<J'.>;U ; 100 ~A 

Vat, Output Low Voltage1 0.4 Vmax Dlloo= 3 V, l:mo. = 100 llA 
Vo,. Output High Voltage' 4 Vmi~ DVuo= 5 V. l,._.u = 200 tJA 

Vat, Output low Voltage' OA Vmax OVoo = 5 V, Itt:"'= 1.6 mA (OOUT /RDY}/800 (.lA 
(CLK) 

Floating-State Leakage Current ±10 ~A max 

Floating-State Output Capacitance 10 pf typ 

Data Output Coding Offset binar)l 

SYSTfM CALIBRATION' 

Full-Scale Calibflltion L1mit +1 .05xFS Vmax 

Zero-Scale C31ibratiol1 Umlt l.OS 1< FS Vmin 

Input Spon 0.8>tFS Vmin· 

2.1 xFS V max 

POWER REQUIREMENTS' 

Pow~r Supply Vol tag~ 

AVuo mGND 2.7/5.1-5 V 1-n1n/max 

DVwo !oGND 2.7/5.25 Vtrur .. /mi!K 

Power Supply Currents 

' "' current 140 ~A max 11 0~Atyp <<f- AVro=3V, 1251JAtyp '.O AVoo =SV, 
unbuffered 1nodt>, ""lerna I r<!ferene~• 

185 1JArna11 130(.1Atyp @AVoo= 3V, 165 ('!Atyp @AVtx• =.5V, 
buffered mode, gain= 1 or 2, extemal referenCE! 

400 ~A mol( 300 ~At)'p @AVt» = 3V, 350~A typ @AVoo = SV. 
gain = 4 to 118, external reference 

500 ~A max 400 ~A1yp @AVoo = 3V, 450~A typ @ AVoo = 5V, 
gain =4 to 118. internal reference 

loo (Power-Down Mode) I ~A mu 

(emp..:til.ture- rang91S -40 C •·o • l05"C.(\t tht l~16 tiL .:11'd W . .2 1ll upd.tft"f>lf6 the- INL. power wp~y rt.'jL'd.iOO (1JSlt), comn1on mod~ u.•ji!Cti0.1(CMR) • .)!H.lr,orH\ill 
IIH>d e rt:letrion tNMR) dono~ mett 1hed<1h1 ~het\ sp«iftc.ltion if Ute volrMWOO th~ AIN(t) 01 AIN( ) pins-exceed AV{'f\ · 16 V rypf<all)'. Whut lhltvoll:.t<lci$excc:t!d0d. 
tJw INL l(lf f._')(,trnf)ll.!! Is l t.•dU\.i!d IO 18' pprn of r s t)'f)iG~tlly whll\_• thtt P.SR i\ l t.'fiU( t.'d -to 69 dO lypir.tAiy, Tli \r.rC(Qfl,', lot gll.tr.V11a"'1 J1'1..1' 1omH:in~\' .n thtt~ Lopl1.111:rdll!'\, ll'lu 
4tlK~Iutcvd'39'-'0fl ltl~oYtbiW lnPu~pinsn~ds\obChdow/\Vro MtV. 

1 SpeQfi(Oltlon is nol prod.ucliofl t3 ted. bur i.; support~d by dl<lrJ<U.'~ri241tion dort.a illlillHIJI product rcle-ilru. 
.) Following <1 calibrruion. lhlst"rror l.sfn rh~ «def o f du! noi~ fOf the prog1amrn~d 9l'lln ·"'d upd.tte filte sefenN. 
" llt.x.alillfdtfon many rempetaltne removes t.hest-diO"S. 
! 1--ul-<(,lfeo: iorror '-'ppiJt~'i to bod1 p~I!Ve anrt n~.111v l! Jull·srule .llld appii~5"at lhe l.lt10fY r61lbt.1Jion cut'ld iri(!t\ti (1\VI!O= 4 V. QJIII = 1. I~: ~.;"'0.-
• F~if.H)J .Jre stw lour bll~u'if'd fn rl'le ,,, ooe r e~.ff'itE>t t•Ht.~l'f-fi ! IS! outpul wcMd f.l lt' . 
1 Droit.\I II\PtllseqtMI 1oOVt:t, or GNUwflh t!l«:ll~uiou O.ltr~Hs .tmJ bi.n vdlr.tci~Qe!twr;nOI dll><lbfi!od. 
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TIMING CHARACTERISTICS 
AVoo ~ 2.7V to 5.25 V, DVoo ~ 2.7 V to 5.25 V, GND ~ 0 V, Input Logic 0 ~ 0 V, Input Logic 1 ~ DVoo, unless otherwise noted. 

Table 2. 

Parameter 1
' 

2 Limit atTMIN, TMAx (BVersion) Unit Conditions/Comments 

!; 100 ns min SCLK high pulse width 
t, 100 ns min SCLK low pulse width 

Read Operation 

t, 0 ns min CS falling edge to DOUT /ROY active time 

60 ns max DVoo ~ 4. 75 V to 5.25 V 

80 ns max DVoo~2.7Vto3.6V 

~,e 0 ns min SCLK active edge to data valid delay4 

60 ns max DVoo ~ 4. 75 V to 5.25 V 

80 ns max DVoo~2.7Vto3.6V 

ts5,6 10 ns min Bus relinquish time after CS inactive edge 

80 ns max 

to 0 ns min SCLK inactive edge to CS inactive edge 

t, 10 ns min SCLK inactive edge to DOUT/RDY high 

Write Operation 

t, 0 ns min CS falling edge to SCLK active edge setup time4 

t, 30 ns min Data valid to SCLK edge setup time 

tw 25 ns min Data valid to SCLK edge hold time 

tn 0 ns min CS rising edge to SCLK edge hold time 

1 Sample tested during initial release to ensure compliance. All input signals are specified with tR = tF = 5 ns (10% to 90% of DVoo) and timed from a voltage level of 1.6 V. 
2 See Figure 3 and Figure 4 
3 These numbers are measured with the load circuit shown in Figure 2 and defined as the time required for the output to cross the VoL or VoH limits. 
4 SCLK active edge is falling edge of SCLK. 
5 These numbers are derived from the measured time taken by the data output to change 0.5 Vwhen loaded with the circuit shown in Figure 2. The measured number 

is then extrapolated back to remove the effects of charging or discharging the 50 pF capacitor. This means that the times quoted in the timing characteristics are the 
true bus relinquish times of the part and, as such, are independent of external bus loading capacitances. 

6 RDY returns high after a read ofthe ADC. In single conversion mode and continuous conversion mode, the same data can be read again, if required, while RDYis high, 
although care should be taken to ensure that subsequent reads do not occur close to the next output update. In continuous read mode, the digital word can be read 
only once. 

TO 
OUTPUT 

PIN 
1.6V 

I soURCE (2001JA \IIIlTH DV00 = 5V, 
1001JA \IIIlTH DV00 = 3V) 

Figure 2. Load Circuit for Timing Characterization 
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TIMING DIAGRAMS 

NOTU: 
1 , 1• 1NP\JT~ O•OU'T"!"U1' 

llou"' I. R1·n.t C'yde1imlnv llln(!lum 

NOll'S 
l. I •ltlftJT. 0 , OIJTPIJT' 

fitJwe4. W1 itt> ry, tr1 fTt tt/IN} '""<Jftlill 

lli'V Hll'Atlf! lot 11 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
TA = 25°C, unless otherwise noted. 

Table 3. 

Parameter 

AVoo to GND 

DVootoGND 

Analog Input Voltage to GND 

Reference Input Voltage to GND 

Digital Input Voltage to GND 

Dig ita I Output Voltage to GND 

AIN/Digitallnput Current 

Operating Temperature Range 

Storage Temperature Range 

Maximum Junction Temperature 

TSSOP 

8JA Thermal Impedance 

SJC Thermal Impedance 

Lead Temperature, Soldering 

Vapor Phase (60 sec) 

Infrared (15 sec) 

Ratings 

-0.3Vto+7V 

-0.3Vto+7V 

-0.3 V to AVoo + 0.3 V 

-0.3 V to AVoo + 0.3 V 

-0.3 V to DVoo + 0.3 V 

-0.3 V to DVoo + 0.3 V 

10mA 

-40"C to+ 1 05"C 

-65"C to+ 150"C 

150"( 

128"(/W 
14"(/W 

215"( 

220"( 

Stresses above those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings 
may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress 

rating only; functional operation of the device at these or any 
other conditions above those listed in the operational sections 
of this specification is not implied. Exposure to absolute 
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect 
device reliability. 

ESDCAUTION 
ESD (electrostatic discharge) sensitive device. 
Charged devices and circuit boards can discharge 
without detection. Although this product features 
patented or proprietary protection circuitry, damage 
may occur on devices subjected to high energy ESD. 
Therefore, proper ESD precautions should be taken to 
avoid performance degradation or loss of functionality. 
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PIN CONFIGURATION AND FUNCTION DESCRIPTIONS 

'l'nbl~4. Pin Fonction D<>crirtions 

Pin No. Mnemonic 

SCLK 

1 CLK 

3 IS 

4 IOUTl 

5 AJ!\11(+) 

6 Al!lll(-) 

7 AINl(+l 

8 AINlH 
9 REFIN(t)iAIN3(+} 

Description 

Serial Clock Input, This serial cloc~ Input is for data transfers to and from the AD<: The SCLK has • Schmitt
trlgg~r"d inpu~ rroki11g the lnt<>rface suitabl" lor opto·•«>lated applications. Th~ serl•l clock can be 
continuous With all data tran>mitte<l in a continuous train of pulses. Alternatively, it can be a noncontinuous 
ckxk with the information be1ng transmitted to or from the AOC In smaller batches of data. 
Clock fn/Ciock Out. The Internal dock can be made available at this pin. Alternatively, the Internal clock. can 
be disable<!, and the ADC can be driven by an external clock. Tl1is allows several ADCs to be driven from a 
common dock. allovvfng stmultaneous convEI'r$ions to be performed. 

(hip SelKt Input, TI1is fs an active low logic Input used to " 'lect the ADC CS can be used to .select the ADC 
In systems whh more than one devl<e on the serial bus or as a framesyncl1r0f1iul1ion signal in communfcating 
with the device. CS can be hardwire<llow, allowing the ADC to operat" in 3-wir" mod" with SCLK, DIN, and 
OOUT used to interface with th" device. 
Output of Interna l Exc1tation Current Sour c.,. The internal e<citotion current source can be made availableat 
this pln. The ex<~ation current source fs programmable so tl>at the current can be 10 [.!A, 21 0 ~A. or 1 mA. 
Either IEXC'I or IEXC2 can b" switched to this output. 
Analog Input. AINI(t) ts the pos~rve terminal ofthe differentfal analog input pairAIN1(t)/AIN11 ), 

Analog lnpuL AINJ(- ) Is the negative term"mal of the diffetentialanalog input pair AIN 1(+)/AI!\11 (-), 

Analog lnpuL AIN2(+) is the positfv" t<>rminal of the differentfal analog input pair Al!\12(+1/ AW2( ), 
Analog Input. AIN1C-r•s the negative terminal of the differential analog input pair AIN2(+)iAIN2(-). 

Positive Referenc" Input/Analog jnput. An e1<1ernol reference can be applied betw..,n REFJN(+) and 
REFINC- ). REFIN(+I can lie anywhere between AVuo and GND + 0.1 V. The nominal referepce voltage 
RfFJN(+) - RE'FIN(- ) Is 2.5 V, but the pan functions with a reference from 0.1 V to AVr>r>. Alterflatlvely, this pin 
can function asAIN3(+)where AIN3(+) is the posklveterminalofthed~rent1alanalog input pair 
AIN3(t)/AIN3( ). 

I 0 REFIN(· )fAtN3!- I Negative Reference InpUt/Analog, Input. REFIN( · ) is the negative reference input for REF IN. This reference 
input can lie anywhere between GND and AVw 0,1 V. Tl1is pin also functions as AIN3( ). which is the 
"egotiveterminal ofthedlfferent.lalanalog input pair AIN3(+)/AIN3( ). 

11 IOUT2 Output of lnt<>rna l Excitation Current Source. The internal excitation cu"ent source can be made available~t 
thi> pin. Th" exc~ation current source is progr<>mmable so thatthe curr61)1 can be 10 ~A, 210 pA. or I mA. 
Either IEXC1 or IEXC2 Gan be switched to this output. 

12 GND Ground Reference Point. 
13 AVoo Supply Voltage, 2,7 V ro5,/S V. 
14 DVoo Digital Interface Supply Voltage. The logic levels fof th!> serlallnterface pins are r<>lated to this supply, which 

is between 2. 7 V and 5.25 V. The DVoo voltage Is independent oft he voltage on AVoo; therefore, AVoo can 
ec1u~l 5 V with DVc.: at l V or vice. vO<sa, 
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Pin No. Mnemonic 

15 DOUT/RDY 

16 DIN 

Description 

Serial Data Output/Data Ready Output. DOUT/RDY serves a dual purpose. It functions as a serial data output 
pin to access the output shift register of the ADC. The output shift register can contain data from any of the 
on-chip data or control registers. In addition, DOUT/RDY operates as a data ready pin, going low to indicate 
the completion of a conversion. If the data is not read after the conversion, the pin goes high before the 
next update occurs. 
The DOUT /ROY falling edge can be used as an interrupt to a processor, indicating that valid data is available. 
With an external serial clock, the data can be read using the DOUT/RDY pin. With Cs low, the data/control 

word information is placed on the DOUT/RDY pin on the SCLK falling edge and is valid on the SCLK 
rising edge. 

Serial Data Input. This serial data input is to the input shift register on the A DC. Data in this shift register is 
transferred to the control registers within the ADC; the register selection bits of the communications 
register identify the appropriate register. 
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OUTPUT NOISE AND RESOLUTION SPECIFICATIONS 
EXTERNAL REFERENCE 
1'•bl~ 5 show$1he otrtplll nns noise of lh< A07792/AD7793 for 
some ol the updat• ,...,.,.and gil in sdtings. 'rhe numbers si\'00 

art for lht bip<>h11 input mnge wiU1 no exl•rnl~ 25 V refor<nce. 
These numh<.r.s arc lypic:nl and nn gl'llcmti<J with ., difterentinl 
itll'l\1 volta!\e ofO V. Table 6>~1\d Table 7 show the effective 
t..:!<OlutiOII. with the o>ulf'llt ~llll·II>·JICGk \p ·p) ,..;oJutlim 

~how11 in pllrfl'llhcses tor tl1e AD77'J3 •nJ AD?792, rt'spoctiv<1y, 
It is imp011nutto ool.t' lhsl t.be elf<ctive r<tSolution is cakulnlcd 
using the rms no is<. "'hile tht> p p resolulioo is l'>ascJ on t.bt p p 
noise. The p p r<tS<>lutinn npr<-.cnts the r""olulion lor whicl> 
thete is no code tlkker. These nunlberoare 1'Ypical and are 
t6unded tot he neares!I.SI.I. 

Table 5 Output RMS Noise (jlV) vs Gall• a nd Ou tput Updutcl~ote for the AD779Z o11d AD7793 Usutg "'' E:<ternaJ? 5 V R<fcrcnoc -· 
Updat" Rate (Hz) Gain of 1 · Gain of2 Gaih of4 Gain of8 Gainof16 Gaih ofl2 Gainof64 Gainof128 

4.17 0.64 0.6 0.29 0.22 0.1 0.065 0.039 0.041 

8.33 1.04 0.96 0.38 0.26 0.13 0.078 0.057 0.055 
]6.7 1.55 1.45 0.54 0.36 0.18 0.11 0.087 0.086 
33.1 1.3 1.13 0.74 0.5 0.23 0.17 0.114 0.118 

62 1.95 2.85 0.92 0.58 0.29 0.2 0.153 0.14<! 
123 4.89 4.74 1.49 I 0.48 0.32 0.265 0.283 

242 11.76 9.5 4.02 1.96 0.88 0.45 0,379 0.397 
470 11.33 9A4 3.07 1.79 0.99 0.63 0.568 0.593 

Table 6 'I')•picnl Rt'$0lution {B ils) w. G~in and Output Update Rate fo r the A07793 Csingan External 2.5 Y RcfeJ<-nc< 

Updat" Rate (Hz) Gain of 1 Gain of2 Gainof4 GainofS Gainof16 Gain ofl2 Gain of64 Gainof128 

4,J7 23 (205) 22(19.5) n (19.5) 2 15(19) 215(19) 21 (1 8.5) 21 (18.5) 20(1 7.5) 

8.33 21(19.5) 215(J9) 215 (19) 21 (18.5) 21 (18.5) 21 (18.5) 20.5 ()8) 19.5(17) 

)6.7 2 1.5 (19) 20501!) 1 1 (H\.5) 20.5 (18) 205 (18) 20.5 (18) 20 ( 17.5) 19(165) 

33.2 21 (1&51 20(17.5) 10.5 (Ul) 20(17.5) 205(18) 20(17.5) 19 ( 16.5) 18.5(16) 

62 20.5(18) 195(17) 105 (18) 20(17.5) 20 (17.5) 19.5(17) 19(16.5) 18 (15.5) 

123 20(17.5) 19(16.5) 19.5 (T7) 19(16.5) 19.5 (17) 19(16.5) 18(15.5) 17 (14.5) 

242 18.5(16) 18 (1 5.5) 18(15$) 18 (15.5) 18.5 (15) 18.5(16) 17.5 ()5) 16.5(14) 

470 18.5(16) 18 (1 5.5) 18.5 (16) 18.5(16) 18(15.5) 18(15.5) 17(14.5) 16(13.5) 

T·tblc1 Typ1c:~ Resolution (Bits) \'S. Ga.Ut •tud O ut put· Update Rate for t·heAD?79"> Usutg an Ext~rna] 2 5 V Rcfcrcnll<' -
Updat .. Rate(Hz) Gain of 1 Gain of2 Gain of4 Gainof8 Gain of 16 Gain of 32 Gain of64 Gain of128 

4.17 16{16) 16(16) 16(16) 16{16) 16(16) 16(16) 16{16) 16{16) 

8.33 16{16) 16(16) 16{16) 16{16) 16(16) 16(16) 16 {16) 16(16) 

16.7 16{16) 16(16) 16(16) 16(16) 16(16) 16(16) 16(16) 16(16) 
33.2 16061 16(16) 16(16) 16(16) 16(16) 16(16) 16 {161 16(16) 

62 16(16) 16(16) 16(16) 16(16) 16(16) 11.1(16) 16{16) 16(15.5) 

123 16(!6) 16(16) 16(16) 16{!6) 16(16) 16(16) 165{15.5) 16 (14.5) 

142 16(16) 16 (15.5) 16(15,5) 16(15,5) 16116) 11.1(16) 16(15) 16(14) 

470 16(16) 16(15.5). 16(16) 16{16) 16 115.5) 16 (15,5) 16{14.5) 15.5 (13,5) 
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INTERNAL REFERENCE 
Table 8 shows the output rms noise of the AD7792/AD7793 for 
some of the update rates and gain settings. The numbers given 
are for the bipolar input range with the internal1.17 V 
reference. These numbers are typical and are generated with a 
differential input voltage of 0 V. Table 9 and Table 10 show the 
effective resolution, with the output peak-to-peak (p-p) 

resolution given in parentheses for the AD7793 and AD7792, 
respectively. It is important to note that the effective resolution 
is calculated using the rms noise, while the p-p resolution is 
calculated based on p-p noise. The p-p resolution represents the 
resolution for which there is no code flicker. These numbers are 
typical and are rounded to the nearest LSB. 

Table 8 Output RMS Noise (~V) vs Gain and Output Update Rate for the AD7792 and AD7793 Using the Internal Reference 
Update Rate (Hz) Gain of 1 Gain of2 Gain of4 Gain of8 Gainof16 Gain of 32 Gain of64 Gain of128 

4.17 0.81 0.67 0.32 0.2 0.13 0.065 0.04 0.039 

8.33 1.18 1.11 0.41 0.25 0.16 0.078 0.058 0.059 

16.7 1.96 1.72 0.55 0.36 0.25 0.11 0.088 0.088 

33.2 2.99 2.48 0.83 0.48 0.33 0.17 0.13 0.12 

62 3.6 3.25 1.03 0.65 0.46 0.2 0.15 0.15 

123 5.83 5.01 1.69 0.96 0.67 0.32 0.25 0.26 

242 11.22 8.64 2.69 1.9 1.04 0.45 0.35 0.34 

470 12.46 10.58 4.58 2 1.27 0.63 0.50 0.49 

Table 9 Typical Resolution (Bits) vs Gain and Output Update Rate for the AD7793 Using the Internal Reference 
Update Rate (Hz) Gain of 1 Gain of2 Gain of4 Gain of8 Gainof16 Gain of 32 Gain of64 Gain of128 

4.17 21.5 (19) 20.5 (18) 21 (18.5) 20.5 (18) 20 (17.5) 20 (17.5) 20 (17.5) 19 (16.5) 

8.33 21 (18.5) 20 (17.5) 20.5 (18) 20 (17.5) 20 (17.5) 20 (17.5) 19 (16.5) 18 (15.5) 

16.7 20 (17.5) 19.5 (17) 20 (17.5) 19.5 (17) 19 (16.5) 19.5 (17) 18.5 (16) 17.5 (15) 

33.2 19.5 (17) 19 (16.5) 19.5 (17) 19 (16.5) 19 (16.5) 18.5 (16) 18 (15.5) 17 (14.5) 

62 19.5 (17) 18.5 (16) 19 (16.5) 19 (16.5) 18.5 (16) 18.5 (16) 18 (15.5) 17 (14.5) 

123 18.5 (16) 18 (15.5) 18.5 (16) 18 (15.5) 17.5 (15) 18 (15.5) 17 (14.5) 16 (13.5) 

242 17.5 (15) 17 (14.5) 17.5 (15) 17 (14.5) 17 (14.5) 17.5 (15) 16.5 (14) 15.5 (13) 

470 17.5 (15) 17 (14.5) 17 (14.5) 17 (14.5) 17 (14.5) 17 (14.5) 16 (13.5) 15 (12.5) 

Table 10 Typical Resolution (Bits) vs Gain and Output Update Rate for the AD7792 Using the Internal Reference 

Update Rate (Hz) Gain of 1 Gain of2 Gain of4 Gain of8 Gainof16 Gain of 32 Gain of64 Gain of128 

4.17 16 (16) 16 (16) 16 (16) 16 (16) 16 (16) 16 (16) 16 (16) 16 (16) 

8.33 16 (16) 16 (16) 16 (16) 16 (16) 16 (16) 16 (16) 16 (16) 16 (15.5) 

16.7 16 (16) 16 (16) 16 (16) 16 (16) 16 (16) 16 (16) 16 (16) 16 (15) 

33.2 16 (16) 16 (16) 16 (16) 16 (16) 16 (16) 16 (16) 16 (15.5) 16 (14.5) 

62 16 (16) 16 (16) 16 (16) 16 (16) 16 (16) 16 (16) 16 (15.5) 16 (14.5) 

123 16 (16) 16 (15.5) 16 (16) 16 (15.5) 16 (15) 16 (15.5) 16 (14.5) 15.5 (13.5) 

242 16 (15) 16 (14.5) 16 (15) 16 (14.5) 16 (14.5) 16 (15) 16 (14) 15 (13) 

470 16 (15) 16 (14.5) 16 (14.5) 16 (14.5) 16 (14.5) 16 (14.5) 15.5 (13.5) 14.5 (12.5) 
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
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ON-CHIP REGISTERS 
The ADC is controlled and configured via a number of on-chip 
registers, which are described on the following pages. In the 
following descriptions, set implies a Logic 1 state and cleared 
implies a Logic 0 state, unless otherwise stated. 

complete, the interface returns to where it expects a write 
operation to the communications register. This is the default 
state of the interface and, on power-up or after a reset, the ADC 

is in this default state waiting for a write operation to the 
communications register. In situations where the interface 
sequence is lost, a write operation of at least 32 serial clock 
cycles with DIN high returns the ADC to this default state by 
resetting the entire part. Table 11 outlines the bit designations 
for the communications register. CRO through CR7 indicate the 
bit location, CR denoting the bits are in the communications 
register. CR7 denotes the first bit of the data stream. The 
number in parentheses indicates the power-on/reset default 
status of that bit. 

COMMUNICATIONS REGISTER 
RS2, RS1, RSO= 0, 0, 0 

The communications register is an 8-bit write-only register. All 
communications to the part must start with a write operation to 
the communications register. The data written to the 
communications register determines whether the next 
operation is a read or write operation, and to which register this 
operation takes place. For read or write operations, once the 
subsequent read or write operation to the selected register is 

CR2 

CREAD(O) 

Table 11 Communications Register Bit Designations 

Bit Location Bit Name 

CR7 WEN 

CR6 Rffl 

CRS to CR3 RS2 to 
RSO 

CR2 CREAD 

CR1 to CRO 

Description 

Write Enable Bit. A 0 must be written to this bit so that the write to the communications register actually 
occurs. If a 1 is the first bit written, the part does not clock on to su~uent bits in the register. It stays at this 
bit location until a 0 is written to this bit. Once a 0 is written to the WEN bit, the next seven bits are loaded to 
the communications register. 

A 0 in this bit location indicates that the next operation is a write to a specified register. A 1 in this position 
indicates that the next operation is a read from the designated register. 

Register Address Bits. These address bits are used to select which oft he ADC's registers are being selected 
during this serial interface communication. See Table 12. 

Continuous Read of the Data Register. When this bit is set to 1 (and the data register is selected), the serial 
interface is configured so that the data register can be continuously read. For example, the contents of the 
data register are placed on the DOUT pin automatically when the SCLK pulses are applied after the ROY pin 
goes low to indicate that a conversion is complete. The communications register does not have to be written 
to for data reads. To enable continuous read mode, the instruction 01011100 must be written to the 
communications register. To exit the continuous read mode, the instruction 01011000 must be written to the 
communications register while the ROY pin is low. While in continuous read mode, the ADC monitors activity 
on the DIN line so that it can receive the instruction to exit continuous read mode. Additionally, a reset occurs 
if 32 consecutive 1s are seen on DIN. Therefore, DIN should be held low in continuous read mode until an 
instruction is to be written to the device. 

These bits must be programmed to Logic 0 for correct operation. 

Table 12 Register Selection 

RS2 RS1 RSO Register Register Size 

0 0 0 Communications Register During a Write Operation 8-bit 

0 0 0 Status Register During a Read Operation 8-bit 

0 0 1 Mode Register 16-bit 

0 1 0 Configuration Register 16-bit 

0 1 1 Data Register 16-/24-bit 

1 0 0 ID Register 8-bit 

1 0 1 10 Register 8-bit 

1 1 0 Offset Register 16-bit (AD7792)/24-bit (AD7793) 

1 1 1 Full-Scale Register 16-bit (AD7792)/24-bit (AD7793) 
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STATUS REGISTER 
RS2, RS l , RSO = 0, 0- 0; Power.On/ Rflser = OX80 (AD7792)/0x88 (AD 7793) 

Th\" slat·u;) «gistcr i!i \\a 8 bit r~.:ad only rc:gisiC:r. To at~-ss th,• ADC ~utus «gisttr~ lht us-:T must writt-10 the: com-nnmicar.ions r~gist..-t. 
select the next opor;1Hon to b"a r?ad, and lo;1d 6il RS2, Bil Jl.Sl, •nd ij]o !\SO wlth 0. ·rable 13 ollllinos I he bh J es\gnatlol!s for t.besoahB 

rogi•L<r. Sll.Ot!w"''gh SR7 Jndk>Jetho bit loallion•, and Sit .Jeno1e$1hoo the bits are in lh< .<1'311.1$ ~Si<kr. S(V JenQtes ,r,., fi!"st I oil•'' the 
dol a strt'ilm. Tht' numb~r in pax<otb<s~ indjcntts the p<>W<r·<>ufreset dcluull staii.IS of thai bil. 

'J'ubl• 13. Status Register Bit Dc.igJIOiions 
Bit location 
SR7 

SR6 

SRS to SF\4 
SRS 
SR2 toSRO 

BiiN.ame Description 
ROY Ready Bit f01 ADC. Cleared when data Is wrinen t<:> the ADC data regim.>r. The ROY bit is set aLJtomatlcally 

after the ADC data register has been read or a P"riod oftlme befOil! the data register IS updated Wklu nevi 
conversion result to indicate to the user not to read the conversion data.Jt rs also set when tl-.e part is 
placed in power-.down mode. The end of a co<wer~ion Is indicated by the DOUTIRDY pin al~o. This pi11 car\ 
be used as an ahernative to the status register for monitonn.g the ADC for corwersion data. 

ERR ADC Error Bit. This bit is written to at the same time as the iiBY bit Set to indicate that the result wrinen to 
the ADC data registEr has beE"I\ clamped to all 0; or all 1 s, Enor sourc<!S1nclude overrange and undenange. 
Cleared. by a write operation to start a conve~ion. 

0 These bit> are a<rtorm\kally cleared. 
011 This bitls a<rtomatically cleared on the A07792 and Is automatically set on \he A07793. 
Ct12 to CHO These bits indicate which channel Is being conve·rted by \he ADC. 

MODE REGISTER 
R52, RS f, RSO = 0, 0, 1; Power·On/Reset = OxOOOA 

[ It< moJ• reg.lst<r i> u 16-bll r<gtslor fmm which Jatu ca n b• road nr w whicl1 dSl> '"" h< wr.llr<n. 'rllintgiSI<r is t!Std 10 sdect tl1o 
or<ralingm<>d<, upJut< ral<, anJ do~~sourc..'t~bl< I <I <llUiin,.lh< hil Jesiguut1ons (llri lt< mnd< l'tl!isl:<.r. Mll.O thruugh MRIS io.dicatt 
tl re bit locutions, MR J<nollllg th< bH ar. in th< mo..!< "'l!i!iJ.<r. MitiS dtnolo;s th< first bit ot th< Jata st...,am. 'rl•• numb<r in par<nth.se,; 
lndicnlt-s the power on/rcst:t default statu& or1hat bit. Any write to the setup rc~lster resets t11c modulator<1.nJ filkr and S<'ts the .ROY bit 

MR15 MR14 I MR13 MR1 2 MR11 MR10 MR9 MRS 
MD2(0l MOHO) I MDO(O) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 
MR7 MR6 'J MRS Mll4 MR3 MR2 MRl MRO 
CLK1(0) CLKO(O) J 0(0) 0(0) FS3(l) FS2(0) fS1(1) FSO(O) 

Table 11 Mode R<•glstcr Bit Designat·ions 
Bit location Bit Na me Description 
MR1Sto MOl to Mod<> S<>lect Bits; Th~~bits select the oper<ttionol mode of the AD77921AD7793 (see Table 15). 
MRH MOO 
MR12toMR8 0 T]wse bit s must be programmed wfth a logic 0 for correct operation. 
MR7toMR6 CL~ l to n, ..... bits are U<;ed to select the cloc:k50Urce for the AD7792(AD7793. Either anon·chlp 64kHz clock can be 

CLKO used, or an e?rtemal clock can be used. The ability to override \Ising an eXternal do::k allows several 
AD7791/AD7793 devices to be synchron!zed.ln ~ddition, 50 Hz/GO Hz is Improved when an accurate external 
clock drives the AD7791/AD7793. 
cuo CLKO AOC Clock Source 
0 0 lntema) 64 kHz Clock. lnt.,rnal cloc:Jt i~ not •vailable at the CLK pin. 
0 1 lntr>rnal64 kHz Clock. This doc~ is made available at the CLI( pin. 
I 0 E.<~<.>rna164 kHz Clock Us~. An eXternal clocl\glve> better 50 Hz/60 11z rejection. S9e 

specifications for externakloc:k. 
I 1 external Clo<k Used. The external clock Is diVIded by 2 within the AD 7792/ AD7793. 

MR5toMR4 0 These bits must be programmed with a logic 0 for correct operation. 
MR3toMRO fS3 tofSO f ilter Update Rate Selen Bits (see Table 16). 

r<~v. 11 1 P•ge 1 ~or 3l 
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Table 15. Operating Modes 

M02 MOl MOO Mode 

0 0 0 Continuous Conversion Mode (Default). 
In contin~s conversion mode, the ADC continuously performs conversions and places the result in the data 
register. ROY goes low when a conversion is complete. The user can read these conversions by placing the device in 
continuous read mode, whereby the conversions are automatically placed on the DOUT line when SCLK pulses are 
applied. Alternatively, the user can instruct the ADC to output the conversion by writing to the communications 
register. After power-on, a channel change, or a write to the mode, configuration, or 10 registers, the first conversion 
is available after a period of 2/fAoc. Subsequent conversions are available at a frequency of fAoc. 

0 0 1 Single Conversion Mode. 
When single conversion mode is selected, the ADC powers up and performs a single conversion. The oscillator 
requires 1 ms to power up and settle. The ADC then performs the conversion, which takes a time of 2/fAoc. The 
conversion result is placed in the data register, ROY goes low, and the ADC returns to power-down mode. The 

conversion remains in the data register, and ROY remains active low until the data is read or another conversion is 
performed. 

0 1 0 Idle Mode. 
In idle mode, the ADC filter and modulator are held in a reset state, although the modulator clocks are still provided. 

0 1 1 Power-Down Mode. 
In power-down mode, all the AD7792/AD7793 circuitry is powered down, including the current sources, burnout 
currents, bias voltage generator, and CLKOUT circuitry. 

1 0 0 Internal Zero-Scale Calibration. 
An interna~rt is automatically connected to the enabled channel. A calibration takes 2 conversion cycles to 
complete. ROY goes high when the calibration is initiated and returns low when the calibration is complete. The 
ADC is placed in idle mode following a calibration. The measured offset coefficient is placed in the offset register of 
the selected channel. 

1 0 1 Internal Full-Scale Calibration. 
A full-scale input voltage is automatically connected to the selected analog input for this calibration. 
When the gain equals 1, a calibration takes 2 conversion cycles to complete. For higher gains,4 conversion cycles 
~equired to perform the full-scale calibration. 
ROY goes high when the calibration is initiated and returns low when the calibration is complete. The ADC is placed 
in idle mode following a calibration. The measured full-scale coefficient is placed in the full-scale register of the 
selected channel. 
Internal full-scale calibrations cannot be performed when the gain equals 128. With this gain setting, a system full-
scale calibration can be performed. 
A full-scale calibration is required each time the gain of a channel is changed to minimize the full-scale error. 

1 1 0 System Zero-Scale Calibration. 
User should connect the system zero-scale input to the channel~ut pins as selected by the CH2 to CHO bits. A 
system offset calibration takes 2 conversion cycles to complete. ROY goes high when the calibration is initiated and 
returns low when the calibration is complete. The ADC is placed in idle mode following a calibration. The measured 
offset coefficient is placed in the offset register of the selected channel. 

1 1 1 System Full-Scale Calibration. 
User should connect the system full-scale input to the channel input pins as selected by the CH2 to CHO bits. 
A calibration takes 2 conversion cycles to complete. ROY goes high when the calibration is initiated and returns low 

when the calibration is complete. The ADC is placed in idle mode following a calibration. The measured full-scale 
coefficient is placed in the full-scale register oft he selected channel. 
A full-scale calibration is required each timet he gain of a channel is changed. 

Table 16 Update Rates Available 

FS3 FS2 FS1 FSO fAoc(Hz) tsETTLE (ms) Rejection@ 50Hz/60Hz (Internal Clock) 

0 0 0 0 X X 

0 0 0 1 470 4 

0 0 1 0 242 8 

0 0 1 1 123 16 

0 1 0 0 62 32 

0 1 0 1 50 40 

0 1 1 0 39 48 

0 1 1 1 33.2 60 

1 0 0 0 19.6 101 90 dB (60Hz only) 
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FS3 fS2 F,S1 FSO f•oc(Hz) bmu(m,s) R~je<tion @ 50Hz/60Hz (lntel'nal Ooc:k) 

1 0 0 l 16.7 120 80 dB (50 Hz only) 
I 0 1 0 16.7 110 G5 dB (SO Hz and GO Hz) 
1 0 1 l 11.5 160 66 dB (50 Hz and GO H~) 
I 1 0 0 10 200 ~dB (50 Hz and GO Hz) , 1 0 I 8,33 240 70 dB (SO Hz ancl GO Hz) 

I 1 I 0 6.25 320 72 dB (50 Hz and GO Hz) 
I 1 1 1 4.17 460 74 dB LSO Hz and GO ~ 

CONFIGURATION REGISTER 
RS2J RS1, RSO= O, 1J O; Power·On/Reset= OX0710 

n.-woJigural i<>n r<gjs1tr i• J t q. bO "'Sisl<r'l rom whkh dJia t::~n be rtad or IQ whicl1 d:tla cao b• wriii<.U. Tlli< regiskr i!.IJ.<<J I<.! tt'n 
Hgurelhe A DC for I,Ullpolar or bipolar mod<. en~ble or dU;abl~ lh< buffer, <nable ,,. Jisable Ill< burnoi,JI eunentS,.t;<lrcl th<{latn., uod 
sd"'tthe anal as iopul c.ban oel. Table 17 oullilles tb~ b# designations for lhe filler t'l!gister. CONO !lwough CON 15 illdicale the bit 
locations. CON denotes1hall:b" bits are in U1e configtu-ationregister. CON 15 denotes the Cirst bit of th• data stream. Til£ number in 
parentheses iodicat.es IJJit powta oolres•l delstdl statusoftbat bit. 

CON1 S CON14 CONU CON12 CON11 CON1 0 CON9 CONS 
VBIASl(O) V61ASO(O) 60(0) U/6(0) BOOST(O) G2(1) G1(11 GO(ll 

CON7 CON6 CONS CON<I CONl CON2 CONI CONO 

REfSEL<Ol 0(0) 0(0) 6Uf(1) 0(0) CH1(0) CH l(Ol CHO(OJ 

Bit l « alion Bit Name O..Scription 
CON15'\o VBIAS1 to Bias Volta9e Generator Enable. The n<9ative terminal of the analog inputs can be biased up to AV,.,/1. Th&se 
CON14 VBIASO ))its are used '" conjllncliOr> Wlth the boost bit. 

VBIASI VBIASO Bias Voltage 

0 0 Bias voltag~ generator di<abl~d 
0 1 Bias "oltageconneaed to AIN1 (-) 
1 0 Bias voltageconnect.ed to AIN2(- ) 

1 1 Reserved 

CON13 so B~mout Current Enable Bit. When tl!ls bltls set to I by the user, the 100 nA current sources in the signal path 
are ooabled. Wh@n SO~ 0, the burnout currents are disabled. The burnout currents can bE! enabled 011ty 
When the buffer orin-amp ls active, 

CON12 uis U"lpolar/Bipolar Bit. Set by user to enable unipolar coding: that is. 1ero differentfal Input results in OxO(){)OOO 
output. and a full~cale differential input results In Oxffffff output. Cleared by t he user to enable bipolar 
coding. N<9atiV1'? fu ll-scale differential input results In an output code of OxOOOOOO, zero differential input 
rE!5Uits i~ an output code of Ox800000, and a pe>itlve full~ ale differentiill lnput results In an output code of 
Ox~FFF~F. 

CON11 BOOST n11s blt is used ln co!1junctlon with the VB lAS 1 and VBIASO bits. When $et, t ile cunent consumed by the biJS 
vott4g@ generator is iocre~ued. This reduces its power-up tim~. 

(0N10to G2toGO Gain Select Bits. 
CONS Written by the userto~E>Iect the ADCinput range as follows: 

G~ Gl GO Gain ADC Input Rart!fe 12.S V R._fer,.rtco>) 

0 0 0 I (In· amp not ll>ed) 2.5V 
0 0 1 2 (fn,amp not c>5ed) 1.25 v 
0 1 0 4 62SmV 
0 1 1 8 3f2.5 mV 
1 0 0 16 156.2 mV 
1 () 1 32 7~.125mV 

I I 0 64 39.06mV 

1 1 1 128 19.53 mV 
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Bit Location Bit Name Description 

CON? REFSEL Reference Select Bit. The reference source for the ADC is selected using this bit. 

REFSEL I Reference Source 

0 I External Reference Applied between REFIN(+) and REFIN(-). 

1 Internal Reference Selected. 

CON6to 0 These bits must be programmed with a Logic 0 for correct operation. 
CONS 

CON4 BUF Configures the ADC for buffered or unbuffered mode of operation. If cleared, the ADC operates in unbuffered 
mode, lowering the power consumption oft he device. If set, the ADC operates in buffered mode, allowing the 
user to place source impedances on the front end without contributing gain errors to the system. The buffer 
can be disabled when the gain equals 1 or 2. For higher gains, the buffer is automatically enabled. 
With the buffer disabled, the voltage on the analog input pins can be from 30 mV below GND to 30 mV above 
AVoo. When the buffer is enabled, it requires some headroom, so the voltage on any input pin must be limited 
to 100 mVwithin the power supply rails. 

CON3 0 This bit must be programmed with a Logic 0 for correct operation. 

CON2to CH2to Channel Select Bits. Written by the user to select the active analog input channel to the ADC. 
CONO CHO 

CH2 CH1 CHO Channel Calibration Pair 

0 0 0 AIN1 (+) -AIN1 (-) 0 

0 0 1 AIN2(+) -AIN2(-) 1 

0 1 0 AIN3(+) -AIN3(-) 2 

0 1 1 AIN1(-)-AIN1(-) 0 
1 0 0 Reserved 

1 0 1 Reserved 

1 1 0 Temp Sensor Automatically selects gain= 1 and internal reference 

1 1 1 AVoo Monitor Automatically selects gain= 1/6 and 1.17V 
reference 

DATA REGISTER 
RS2, RS1, RSO= 0, 1, 1; Power-On/Reset= OxOOOO(OO) 

The conversion result from the ADC is stored in this data register. This is a read-only register. On completion of a read operation from 
this register, the RDY bit/pin is set. 

ID REGISTER 
RS2, RS1, RSO = 1, 0, 0; Power-On/Reset= OxXA (AD7792}/0xXB (AD7793) 

The identification number for the AD7792/ AD7793 is stored in the ID register. This is a read-only register. 

IOREGISTER 
RS2, RS1, RSO= 1, 0, 1; Power-On/Reset= OxOO 

The I 0 register is an 8-bit register from which data can be read or to which data can be written. This register is used to enable and select 
the value of the excitation currents. Table 18 outlines the bit designations for the I 0 register. I 00 through I 07 indicate the bit locations; 
IO denotes that the bits are in the IO register. I07 denotes the first bit ofthe data stream. The number in parentheses indicates the power
on/reset default status of that bit. 

103 102 101 100 

IEXCDIR1 (0) IEXCDIRO(O) IEXCEN1 (0) IEXCENO(O) 

Rev. B I Page 18 of 32 
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Table 18 10 RegL~Cr BilDC>,'ignatiun>< 
Bit l t><:aliM BitNam• Oes<riplion 
i07toi04 0 These bits must be programmed with a Logic 0 ror correct operation. 
i03to i02 iEXCDJR1 to Direction Of current sources select bits. 

IEXCOIRO 
IEXCOIR1 IEXCOIRO Current Source Dire<t:ion 

0 0 Current Sourc<> iEXC1 connected to Pin iOUTl, Current Source IEXC2 
connected 10 Pin lOUT 2. 

0 1 Curr-..m Source iEJ(q con!lected to Pin iOUT2, Current Source IEXC2 
conne<ted to Pin iOUT1. 

I 0 9otl! wrrent sourc;es connected to Pin lOUT] , Permitted wllen the curre~l 
sources are ~etto 10 11A or 110 1JA only. 

1 1 Both current~ource-s connected to Pin IOUT2. P~rmltted when the current 
sourcesare set to 10 llA or210 ~JA only. 

101 to iOO IEXCEN1 to These bits are used to enable and disable the current sources alono with selectino the value of th~; 
excitation currents - -IEXCENO 
IEXCEN1 IEXCENO Cu rrent Source Value 

0 0 Excitation Current Disabled 
0 1 
1 0 
J 1 

OFFSET REGISTER 
RS2, RST, RSO:: I, I, 0; Power-On/Reset:: Ox8000 
(AD7792)/0xBOOOOO (AD7793) 

10~JA 

210~A 

1mA 

Each analog input channel h~~;; a deJicatc-.:1 o l l""t register t.lmt 
holds ll ,e <lmet.:.alibrution codflcienl fur the chonnd. Thi~ 
register is 16 biu wide on t he AD7792 and 24 bits wide llll lhe 
A07793. und its pt1w<r-o.11/rese1 value is0<8000l00). The off.er 
rcgister is ~din c<:>njuoaion with irs •ssodated 1\111 scale 
rcgisrer lo form 3 r<sisrer pair. The power on rtS«:I value is 
mnom3t tct~Uy over'''ritten if an lntema1 or system z.ero .sale 
cnlihrJiion is iniliateJ lly the u;;er. n •• ()Jlsel regi.<l<r is n 
re~d/writt' regi!;ter, ~lowever. lhe AD7792/A 07793 must be 
In idle '"ode Ot rowo-•·-dow~ n'ode1•h~n wril ino.to the 
ofl.~et regist<~·. -

FULL-SCALE REGISTER 
RS2, RS1, RSO = 1, 1, 1; Pawer-On/Reset= OxSXXX 
(AD7792}/0xSXXXOO (AD7793} 

The fuU ocak rtgi>ler is n ll!i· bil re~isl<r on I he AD7792 and n 
!4 bil rcgiSicr on tl1e A07793. Th<· full scale Tl'gi:.ltr hold'< the 
flrll scale calibralion coeiiicicnJ lor rlw NOC. The 
A077')UAIJ7793 ha1~ 3 ft.ill-scnk n.>gistcrs.. etKh chronn~l 

l1avi.ng a dedicated li.ill-scal< J'egi.ster. The Ft~l-scale o:gillters ~rc 
read/write registers; however, wh~n writing ro rh~ liill-~c;;le 
register.;, th<' Al)C m~.~Sl l><~ r(aceJ io powcr-do1vu mode o r idlu 
moJ c. 'rheS<' registers arc config:ureJ on p<>wer on !Vii h lucrot)' 
cafibrule.:l fuJI ..cill< c:alibrJii<>n coefllcienl$, Itt~ cul illnl ion 
heillg pertormed at gain- !. Theretore, eve c)' device bas 
different defuult rodfidents. The.metlicieots ar"'dlfferent 
depending oo whether the intemal !I! terence oranot.~teroal 
rete rene<! is sdected. The delatdt ••~ue is automat knll)' 
ovti'Wrillen if an inltf)lol or oysrem full scale calioralion is 
initio1cd by the ll""· or rhe full sc:ak re(l.iSicr is m ilieu l(>. 
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ADC CIRCUIT INFORMATION 
OVERVIEW 

The AD7792/ AD7793 are low power ADCs that incorporate a 
L-11 modulator, a buffer, reference, in-amp, and an on-chip 

digital filter intended for the measurement of wide dynamic 
range, low frequency signals such as those in pressure 

transducers, weigh scales, and temperature measurement 

applications. 

The part has three differential inputs that can be buffered or 

unbuffered. The device can be operated with the internal1.17 V 
reference, or an external reference can be used. Figure 12 shows 

the basic connections required to operate the part. 

Figure 12. Basic Connection Diagram 

The output rate of the AD7792/ AD7793 (fAce) is user-program
mable. The allowable update rates, along with their corresponding 

settling times, are listed in Table 16. Normal mode rejection is 

the major function of the digital filter. Simultaneous 50 Hz and 
60 Hz rejection is optimized when the update rate equals 

16.7 Hz or less as notches are placed at both 50 Hz and 60 Hz 

with these update rates. See Figure 14. 

The AD7792/ AD7793 use slightly different filter types, 
depending on the output update rate so that the rejection of 
quantization noise and device noise is optimized. \Vhen the 

update rate is from 4.17 Hz to 12.5 Hz, a Sinc3 filter, along with 
an averaging filter, is used. \Vhen the update rate is from 
16.7 Hz to 39 Hz, a modified Sinc3 filter is used. This filter 

provides simultaneous 50 Hz/60 Hz rejection when the update 
rate equals 16.7 Hz. A Sinc4 filter is used when the update rate 

is from 50 Hz to 242 Hz. Finally, an integrate-only filter is used 

when the update rate equals 470 Hz. 

Figure 13 to Figure 16 show the frequency response of the 
different filter types for several update rates. 
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Figure 13. Filter Profile with UpdateRate=4.17 Hz 
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DIGITAL INTERFACE 
lb• proj!f"41ll.Jnllbl< functioos of th< AD77'J21AD7793 ,,,.. 

controlled using tt st:t o l oo ehip rtgi!->ttrs-. Data is wriW:n to 
these ~~~~ ist<l'< via the se1'ial inl <:rl~.:e of the device: read ac.-e;.., 
to the on-chijl reBisters is also provided by this interface. All 
communic..at ion~ with the devi<"e mLL~t slat( wiJ h .a \~rile ro tlle
COOllUlt.nicalions- rtgk-rer. AJte.r rower on or reset. OJ.e Jevicc 
C'.X'ptcf:> a writt· LO its communications register. The data -written 
to Lllis register dclcrrrti nCS wheLhcr lh£: n~ .. t l operation Qs a reaJ 
<;>perotion or • 1orile ope-ratioo and delermh1es tr> which t'<gister 
this J'ead or '''rite ol~e1'"ion llCc~.lherefCire. \\'-l'ite ~C<'.~$ to 
;ll\}' (}j the or her· resisters ()n the. paJ1 begins \\•it h a \\'l'ite 
OJ'<tati~n to the C~nlnll(JiicatiM~ resi;; t~r f<>llowed by~ write to 
til~ s~Lectcd register. A nad ope.ratjo.n from any otl.1er resister 
(o.~cept wheo continuous re:~d mode is S<'lecl<d) starts with a 

writ< to the coon.ruuniClltlons regi!.ter toll owed b)' a r .. d 
operation from tloe s<:lctted r<gister. 

Tht .erial intcriaccs<>fLile AD7792/A07793 con>ist of loLtr 
signals: Gs; Olt", SCLK, aJid DOUT/ROY. Tlllt DIN line is u.""J 
10 l ransferdao~ into the on-dtir '~!:liSter;;, ~nd O()U'I'/RDY is 
tt<cd for accessing from Lhe on cbip registers . .SCU: is t.bc serial 
clock input tor the d<vice, and all data t.~:anst~rs (either on DIN 
or DOU'I'/ROY) <>e<Lu·with ,respect to the SCl.K s(goal, Th• 
DOUT!RDY rill OJ'• rates~$. data -ready signal also. th<· line 
going low L-'h<n a oew data worJ is available in t.Le output 
r<'gisler. It is reset high wheu a rt'Od open•tlon rrom thedala 
t"llgister is complete. It also goc. !Ligh prior to tlt< npdat.ins of 
thedatn regisler to ind icate when not lo read from the device.I<J 
ensure that a data read is not attempted l>'hile 1 he regisl'er is 
beinp;upJatcd. C$ isus<·d tosekd a J evke. [t cun bew;ed I<> 

d~code the A 07792/ A D77')3 in $)'Siems where severo! 
compontnts are connectecl to the serial bus. 

AD7792/AD7793 1 

Figure 3 and Figure -1 show timing diagrams for iriterladng oo 

tbe AD77n/ AD17'>3 with CS l><ting "~<J to d"""<l•lh• P"l1· 
j::Jg1rre3 shows the timing for a m~J Operation from the 
AD7792/AD7793 OlttpLOI shill regis(er, aod Figltrt·1 shows th.
timins tor a write oper!ltion to~ .. tnp11q hltt rcgist,·r. lt i.$ 
p<lli$\ble '" re~d tlw sonw word Iromlbr Jata rcgist<r :;ever• I 
times, even thoush the OOUT /ROY line retw·ns high alter the 
firs! read operation. llowewt- can: must be taken to ensttrc that 

the read operations llllv< bc~n complet<d before .the next outrut 
update occurs. In continuous read mode, the data resist"' can 
be wad only once. 

The serial inkrlac>: can op(·n~tc [o 3 win: moJe by tying CS low. 

In this case, the SCLK. DIN, ~nd DOIJI'/RDY lines are 1osed 
to ronu'mmicale with rhe ATY!792/AI?n93. The end <lftltt 
conversion can be IUOil.itored using U1e ROY bit in the status 
reglsttr. 'rllis $Chtm~ is suitu!M fo r in·oorfacing to micr<>c<J n 
trollers. If CS ls required as a decoding sisnaJ. it c.'ln be 
gcnerntecl from a rorl pin. For microcontrolltr interfaces. il i> 
recommended thai SCI.K idle high between daTa transfer... 

The I\Dn9Z/i\D77\13 can be operot<d with CS being = d as a 
fra.mr>-ynchroniZ<~t i<•n ,;gnat. 'fhi.s ~c.htme is I!S•ful ror l)SI' 
int<'rraccs. In tll is cast, th• first bit (MSil} iH ifedlwJy d ock<d 
out by CS. b~Gtuse CS wotdd normally ooour ~ller the fallitlp, 
edge ofSCI.K in DSI's. Thc SClKe11n continue 10 mn bNw<<o 
data 1 ransfm.t'rovided the riming numbers are obey"-1. 

l11c serial interlace oan be reset by 'vriting a~ries of Is on 1 he 
DIN inp1.1r. If n L<:>gic t is wrlnen '" the Ai)1792/AI)77~3 line 
fN at least J~ serial clock cycle$. the serial inoerf~ce is .-.sel. 
l11is ~nsu.rcs tbat the l.nt.rrh:tc.e C:<l n he res~ I. to a known sl :\tC" if 
the interface gels lost due In a software n ror or some glild1 in 
the •ysl<m. Reset retw-ns the int.<rlnce lo th< stale in wltich it i~ 
tUtpect iag J '"'rile lo l.be commtmicntions register. Th.is opcr.t 
tion resets the <ontt!n1s of all registers to I heir power-on value.s. 
Following a resel, the user should allo,,· a period ofSOO !'S 
berore addo•cssi ns the se•·ial h>teriace. 

The AD7792/AD7793 can be coroiigured to continuously 
conven or to perform a slngte conversion. Sec Fip,ure 17 
through Figur·e 19. 

Rov.0 1Page2 t or n 
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Single Conversion Mode 

In single conversion mode, the AD7792/AD7793 are placed in 
shutdown mode between conversions. \Vhen a single conver
sion is initiated by setting MD2, MDI, MDO to 0, 0, 1 in the 
mode register, the AD7792/ AD7793 power up, perform a single 
conversion, and then return to shutdown mode. The on-chip 
oscillator requires 1 ms to power up. A conversion requires a 

time period of2 x tADc. DOUT/RDY goes low to indicate the 

completion of a conversion. \Vhen the data-wordhas been read 
from the data register, DOUT/RDY goes high. If CS is low, 

DOUT/RDY remains high until another conversion is initiated 

and completed. The data register can be read several times, if 
required, even when DOUT/RDY has gone high. 

DIN 

DOUT/'RDY 

SCLK -----nrrr 

Continuous Conversion Mode 

This is the default power-up mode. The AD7792/AD7793 

continuously converts, the RDY pin in the status register going 

low each time a conversion is completed. If CS is low, the 

DOUT/ RDY line also goes low when a conversion is complete. 
To read a conversion, the user writes to the communications 

register indicating that the next operation is a read of the data 

register. The digital conversion is placed on the DOUT I RDY 

pin as soon as SCLK pulses are applied to the ADC. 
DOUT/RDY returns high when the conversion is read. The 

user can read this register additional times, if required. 
However, the user must ensure that the data register is not being 
accessed at the completion of the next conversion, otherwise the 
new conversion word is lost. 

'(\.._,_~·:,_, _y 

Figure 1 Z Single Conversion 

DIN 

DOUT/RDY 

SCLK 

Figure 18. Continuous Conversion 
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Continuous Read 

R<~ther than write to t.herommunicalio"s 1~istere<~ch time a 
conversion is c.omplet.e to aOO<ss the d3ta,lh< AD7792/AD77~3 
can be c~·•d so that the conver1>ioos ar. placed on the 
OOUl!RDY lin~ a\JtOmaLical ly.l3y writing 010 Ill 00 to th< 

communications register. the user 11ceds only to 4Jlrll' the 
appmpriat~ mtmb<r o t SCLI( cvd"'i lo ti t~ AOC, and the ltl/2.4-

hit wmd i~ automalict~lly plael!d on the DOUT/IUJ)' li ne when a 

convorsionis compiU~. Tb~ A DC shoulJ b~cootlgur<d for 
cool inuou..Ci co.nversior\ 1noJ.e. 

Wlwn DOUT/RDY got'S low to uiJjcal< II>< ~ nJ nl ~ conv<r
siM, sullicieot scu.: cycles must be ~pplieJ to lh.c AD C. a ad 
the data COOI'<I'Sion is pluced on theOOUT{RD'I' line. w t.en 
11-. conversion is l'ead, DOUTIRDY retun\S hJsi'l 1-t.IIIO the •le!CI 
conwrsion is ava ilable. In Lhis moJe, lhr dolo can be rta.:l only 
on(' c. In aJdi1 ion,thc IJSc:r ml1l>f c:nS\tn: Lbat I he: Jala wOJ\1 is 

AD7792/AD77931 

read bdort the next coo ve-rsion is complch:. lf Lht tLStt has n.ot 
n:ad Llw conv<tsioo twfon, tl'l< comrlelionof•h< nt:xt 
conversion, or if insullicient,;trilll clocks art ~pplied lo tbe 
AD7792/AD1793to re"d the word, lhe.,.l'ial ot.llput register is 
re-set wben the nex1 oonver-sior'l. is comp1ele~ and the- new 
rom•ersion i< placed io the otll f'lll se.ial register. 

'l'o txil 1 he CQJ\tinu.ous r.aJ mode, the inst ruction 0101 1000 
must be writ!eo to the rommun.ie<~tjoJlS r<~g ister whil~ the 
DOIJT/RDY pill is low. Whilt lo the continuo\ls r~ad rn~de .. the 

AIJC Jllmli!QIS a<:tivity on the IJIN li11e so thai it ean recei1•e I he 
insrructiM to exit1l1e wnrlntJOliS rend modt. Additionally." 
~set occu.rsfl 32 ccnseC\uive Is arc seen on DIN. There fort, 
Dl N should be bd.d low in continuous re~d 111ol.lc until an 
in:)lruc• itln is written IC.l the Jevice. 

lliN ~~---------------------------------------------
ooiJj/ROY 
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 
ANALOG INPUT CHANNEL 

The AD7792/AD7793 have three differential analog input 

channels. These are connected to the on-chip buffer amplifier 

when the device is operated in buffered mode and directly to 

the modulator when the device is operated in unbuffered mode. 

In buffered mode (the BUF bit in the mode register is set to 1), 

the input channel feeds into a high impedance input stage of the 

buffer amplifier. Therefore, the input can tolerate significant 

source impedances and is tailored for direct connection to 

external resistive-type sensors, such as strain gauges or 

resistance temperature detectors (RTDs). 

When BUF = 0, the part is operated in unbuffered mode. 

This results in a higher analog input current. Note that this 

unbuffered input path provides a dynamic load to the driving 

source. Therefore, resistor/capacitor combinations on the input 

pins can cause gain errors, depending on the output impedance 

of the source that is driving the ADC input. Table 19 shows the 

allowable external resistance/capacitance values for rmbuffered 

mode such that no gain error at the 20-bit level is introduced. 

Table 19. External R-C Combination for No 20-Bit Gain Error 

C(pF) R(!l) 

50 
100 
500 
1000 
5000 

9k 

6k 

1.5 k 

900 
200 

The AD7792/ AD7793 can be operated in unbuffered mode only 

when the gain equals 1 or 2. At higher gains, the buffer is auto

matically enabled. The absolute input voltage range in buffered 

mode is restricted to a range between GND + 100 m V and 

AV DD - 100 m V. When the gain is set to 4 or higher, the in -amp 

is enabled. The absolute input voltage range when the in-amp is 

active is restricted to a range between GND + 300 m V and 

AVDD- 1.1 V. Take care in setting up the common-mode 

voltage so that these limits are not exceeded to avoid 

degradation in linearity and noise performance. 

The absolute input voltage in unbuffered mode includes the 

range between GND - 30 m V and AV DD + 30 m Vas a result of 

being unbuffered. The negative absolute input voltage limit does 

allow the possibility of monitoring small true bipolar signals 

with respect to GND. 

INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIER 

Amplifying the analog input signal by a gain of 1 or 2 is 

performed digitally within the AD7792/ AD7793. However, 

when the gain equals 4 or higher, the output from the buffer is 

applied to the input of the on-chip instrumentation amplifier. 
This low noise in -amp means that signals of small amplitude 

can be gained within the AD7792/AD7793 while still 

maintaining excellent noise performance. 

For example, when the gain is set to 64, the rms noise is 40 n V 

typically, which is equivalent to 21 bits effective resolution or 

18.5 bits peak-to-peak resolution. 

The AD7792/AD7793 can be programmed to have a gain of 1, 
2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128 using Bit G2 to Bit GO in the configu

ration register. Therefore, with an external2.5 V reference, the 

unipolar ranges are from 0 m V to 20 m V to 0 V to 2.5 V while 

the bipolar ranges are from ±20 m V to ±2.5 V. When the 

in-amp is active (gain:?. 4), the common-mode voltage (AIN( +) 

+ AIN(- ))/2 must be greater than or equal to 0.5 V. 

If the AD7792/ AD7793 are operated with an external reference 

that has a value equal to AV DD, the analog input signal must be 

limited to 90% ofVREFigain when the in-amp is active, for 

correct operation. 

BIPOLAR/UNIPOLAR CONFIGURA liON 

The analog input to the AD7792/AD7793 can accept either 

unipolar or bipolar input voltage ranges. A bipolar input range 

does not imply that the part can tolerate negative voltages with 

respect to system GND. Unipolar and bipolar signals on the 

AIN( +) input are referenced to the voltage on the AIN(-) input. 
For example, if AIN(-) is 2.5 V, and the ADC is configured for 

unipolar mode and a gain of 1, the input voltage range on the 

AIN(+) pin is 2.5 V to 5 V. 

If the ADC is configured for bipolar mode, the analog input 

range on the AIN( +) input is 0 V to 5 V. The bipolar/unipolar 

option is chosen by programming the u;B bit in the configura

tion register. 

DATA OUTPUT CODING 

When the ADC is configured for unipolar operation, the output 

code is natural (straight) binary with a zero differential input 

voltage resulting in a code of 00 ... 00, a midscale voltage 

resulting in a code of 100 ... 000, and a full-scale input voltage 

resulting in a code of 111 .. .111. The output code for any analog 

input voltage can be represented as 

Code~ (2N x AIN x GAIN)IVREF 

When the ADC is configured for bipolar operation, the output 

code is offset binary with a negative full-scale voltage resulting 

in a code of 000 ... 000, a zero differential input voltage resulting 

in a code of 100 ... 000, and a positive full-scale input voltage 

resulting in a code of 111 .. .111. The output code for any analog 

input voltage can be represented as 

Code~ 2N-' X [(AINx GAIN IVREF) + 1] 

where AIN is the analog input voltage, GAIN is the in -amp 

setting (1 to 128), and N ~ 16 for the AD7792 andN ~ 24 for 

the AD7793. 
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BURNOUT CURRENTS 
'!'he IID779UAD7793 c.ontain two 100 nA C.OJIStanl GUJ'I~I\t 
genenuors, one wun:-lng current from AVr•o ro AJN( l) and otit' 
sinking curre nt frQJ\1 A IN(· ) to GND. The CU I"ft lliS art 
swilched to the sdected analog input pair. Both currents are 
either on or off; drpending on the burnout <1.uretJt e.;atM (130 ) 
.bit in the confi~umtion register. 'f hese cwTent5 ca11 be us,ed to 
verify that an exte••oalll'rulSduar is still operational befot·e 
attempting to take measlU'ementsoo th<lt crn\llJ~el. Ooce the 
humotU currents arc turned on, they flow in the exTernal 
transducer circuit, and a mt3SI.\tement (,J tbe input voltage on 
the analog input channel can be t3ken.lfthe reSlltlant voltage 
roe<I!;ured is full scale, the ·user needs to veriJ'ywhy Lllis is the 
ca~. A fl~l-scale reoding co1tld mean t.hal the fro nt -end sensor 
is open circuit. It cowd also me<~n that the front-end sensor is 
overloaded and is jlt:;lifie-d in outpulling full scale, or u,~ 

reference may be ahscnt. thi.IS dumping the data roall ls. 

"'lhen ffading all is (rom U1e output.the user needs to check 
these three c,.,;es before making a i'-•dsment. U'lhe voltage 
measured is 0 y, ll may indicate that the trunsducl'r has short 
drcuftcd. For normal opera1ion. these burnout 'wrc'llfs arc 
Htrned offby writing a 0 to the SO bit in the confi~wmon 
register. 'The current SOllfC~s work over the Hormnl absolute 
in rut volt age rnnge specificat ions "'it h buf/en; on. 

EXCITATION CURRENTS 
1hc A 077921 IID7793 also oont<Iin 1 wo matdwd, so it ware 
conffgurubJe, constant ,-urrenl somces that can lle programme..! 
to Cyllal I 0 ItA, .2.1 0 ~tA. or I rnA. Both source currents fro m the 
AV~o a•~ du"'cted to eitber the lOUTJ OJ' IOUT2 pin of the 
dev icc. These cmrcnt sow·ccs arc controUcd via bits in me I 0 
-register. The configuration hits enable the curre nt S()nrce,;, 

direct the curnml sources to lOUT! or IOUT2, and sdecl the 
value oflhe curn:nt. Thes~ current sonrc<s can be used ro udl« 
uteroal resistive 'bl'idge or RTD sell.Sors. 

BIAS VOlTAGE GENERATOR 
A bi"s voltage g~oeratol' is included o.o the ADTN2/ AD7793. 
This 'biases the negative terminal of me selected input channel 
to i\Voof2. lt ist~seful in thermocouple applk~tiooo;. because the 
vollag<' g(nerateJ by Lbc tlu~rmocouplc must be biased about 
some de voltage if the gain is g.reater than 2. This is necessary 
b~causc t\lc iost.rwuentation a•uplifier '"'qu.U·C$ h~ad.room l l> 

ensure that signals d ose to GND or Alf~o arc convened 
accw·~tely. 

The l>iAS voltage generutor is controlled \ISing tht VBIAS I and 
V.BlASO bits in conj•tnction wlt.b the boost bit in the co.ofigur<1• 
tion register. the power up time ofthe bias voltage generator is 
dependent on the load C3padtance. To accommodate hLo/Jer 
load capacitances. the A07792/A07793 have a boost bit. When 
tl\i>bit iSS<! I to l . lhc rurn:nt consumed hy the hias voltage 
gen1.'Ldlor lncre-"dSl"S, so that tl1c-power .. up rime is con_si~rabl)' 

reduoed. Figure I() shm,.,; I he power-up time when boost equnt~ 
0 and l for difterent toad C3pacita.nces. 

AD7792/AD7793 1 

The C\u·rent coJISlunptlo n ofthe A07792/IID7793 iocreases b)' 
-10 ~A when rl1e bias Vf>ltage gc n.erator ls enabk d. 11nd hoo;t 
~quais 0. With rhe boost !unction enabled, the cw-rtnt 
corummption incre•s.:s by 250 !!A. 

REFERENCE 
The AD7792/A07793 have an embedded 1.17 V relereJtce ·that 
can be u:;ed to supply tlle ADC, or an external t-efe•·ence can be 
applied. The embedded rete renee is a low noise, low driit 
reference, 1 he drift hdng 't ppmrc typically. For cJnernal 
rc(ereJ>Ces,1he A DC has a fully differential in,ptU c~pubility for 
the channel. l 'he reference soi\JW to r the liD7792fAD7793 is 
selected using the REFSEL bit in t.be ron figuration register. 
When the internal reference issd~cted, it is internally con
nected to the modulatnr. lt is not aw~allle on the REFIN pins. 

The common mode 1'tlnge fo t· the.<c diffcrc111ial it1purs i; fmn1 
GND to AVbO. The referenc.e input is tmbul1'ered; tltet<fore, 
excessive R-C S011rce impedanl·es inl roduce gain env rs. ·rhe 
reference voltage REI'IN (R.EFl N( 1) REL'JN( )) is 2 . .5 V 
aomin.:d, out the AD77n/AD7793 are iwtctional with reference 
l'oltagcs from 0 .. 1 V to AVo..,. In aprlkatlons where thcexd 
tat ion (voltage orc,u·re n\) for tl1e tran:;ducer on the ~aalog 
input al~o JJ:iv(s Lht relerence voltage lor the part, th( cliect 
of the low ·Jrequency noise .in the excitation source is removed 
because the application i> ratiomtlrit. II L11e AD7792/AD7793 
are used in 3 no nratiometri,; applic.1tion. a low noise reference 
should be used. 

Rec<:>rnmended 2.5 V reference volt age sources for the AD7792/ 
AD7793 indude the ADR3SI and AOR391, wh.lch Me low noise, 
lo'v pm,.,r ret~renccs. Also note that the reference input s 
provide a high lmpedan.:e, dynamic load. Because the input 
impedance of eac.h J<eference input is dynamic, resistor/capacitor 
cornt>in.:1tions on these iopuis 01.0 t.:lllse de ga.io et1-ors. dependu1g 
on th~ output impedance of thesoura: that is J1·iving 1 he 
rc fercnce input ~-

Reference voltage sources like those reco mmended above (suc.h 
as AD.R39l) typically haw low output impedances a ad are. 
thaeio re. toleJ·ant to having de coupling capacitors on R£FIN( ·•) 
without introducing gain errors in the 5ysLcm. Ocrlving the 
r4tftrltn ct iuput voll (\gt- acrQ.'\S an e.:<:ternal1,·esi~lt•r mean.5 thal 
1hc.· n:JCrunc~: inpul &.ccs a signHkanl tx:tt mal source impedance. 
E.-trernal decoupling on the REF IN pins is oot t•ecomm<mded in 
this type of d r,tlit WJ1t1gurotion. 

RESET 
The circ.1ti\'l'Y and serial inte1-facc of the AD7792/AD77?3 can 
be reset by writing 32 COJlSC"ttive ls to the device. This resets 
the lop,ic,lhedigitali!lteJ', and the aoaiQg 11100•tlator while :tJI 
on-chip n:gisien; are met to their Jefawt valuts. A mel is 
a\llomaticallype rfonn~don power-lip. \"<1teo u reset is initiated, 
tl•te \t:;er must allow a period of 500 l-IS be lore acceso;ing any ot 
the 0 11 •hip 1'egisters. A reset is useful If the serial interfa«' 
becomes usyncwoooi!S due to noise on tJ1e SCLK li 11e. 

llev. 81 P•yel~ of ~~ 
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AVoo MONITOR 

Along with converting external voltages, the ADC can be used 
to monitor the voltage on the AV DD pin. When Bit CH2 to 
Bit CHO equall, the voltage on the AVDD pin is internally 
attenuated by 6, and the resultant voltage is applied to the L-11 
modulator using an internal1.17 V reference for analog-to
digital conversion. This is useful, because variations in the 
power supply voltage can be monitored. 

CALIBRATION 

The AD7792/AD7793 provide four calibration modes that can 
be programmed via the mode bits in the mode register. These 
are internal zero-scale calibration, internal full-scale calibration, 
system zero-scale calibration, and system full-scale calibration, 
which effectively reduces the offset error and full-scale error to 
the order of the noise. After each conversion, the ADC con

version result is scaled using the ADC calibration registers 
before being written to the data register. The offset calibration 
coefficient is subtracted from the result prior to multiplication 
by the full-scale coefficient. 

To start a calibration, write the relevant value to the MD2 to 
MDO bits in the mode register. After the calibration is complete, 
the contents of the corresponding calibration registers are 

updated, the RDY bit in the status register is set, the DOUT/ 

RDY pin goes low (ifCS is low), and the AD7792/AD7793 

revert to idle mode. 

During an internal zero-scale or full-scale calibration, the 

respective zero input and full-scale input are automatically 
connected internally to the ADC input pins. A system 
calibration, however, expects the system zero-scale and system 
full-scale voltages to be applied to the ADC pins before the 
calibration mode is initiated. In this way, external ADC errors 
are removed. 

From an operational point of view, a calibration should be 
treated like another ADC conversion. A zero-scale calibration 
(if required) should always be performed before a full-scale 
calibration. System software should monitor the RDY bit in 

the status register or the DOUT/RDY pin to determine the 

end of calibration via a polling sequence or an interrupt -driven 
routine. 

Both an internal offset calibration and a system offset 
calibration take two conversion cycles. An internal offset 
calibration is not needed, as the ADC itself removes the offset 
continuously. 

To perform an internal full-scale calibration, a full-scale input 

voltage is automatically connected to the selected analog input 
for this calibration. When the gain equals 1, a calibration takes 
2 conversion cycles to complete. For higher gains, 4 conversion 
cycles are required to perform the full-scale calibration. 

DOUT/RDY goes high when the calibration is initiated and 

returns low when the calibration is complete. 

The ADC is placed in idle mode following a calibration. The 
measured full-scale coefficient is placed in the full-scale register 
of the selected channel. Internal full-scale calibrations cannot be 
performed when the gain equals 128. With this gain setting, a 
system full-scale calibration can be performed. A full-scale 
calibration is required each time the gain of a channel is 
changed to minimize the full-scale error. 

An internal full-scale calibration can be performed at specified 
update rates only. For gains of 1, 2, and 4, an internal full-scale 

calibration can be performed at any update rate. However, for 
higher gains, internal full-scale calibrations can be performed 
when the update rate is less than or equal to 16.7 Hz, 33.2 Hz, 
and 50 Hz only. However, the full-scale error does not vary with 
update rate, so a calibration at one update rate is valid for all 
update rates (assuming the gain or reference source is not 
changed). 

A system full-scale calibration takes 2 conversion cycles to 
complete, irrespective of the gain setting. A system full-scale 
calibration can be performed at all gains and all update rates. If 
system offset calibrations are being performed along with 
system full-scale calibrations, the offset calibration should be 
performed before the system full-scale calibration is initiated. 

GROUNDING AND LAYOUT 

Because the analog inputs and reference inputs ofthe ADC are 
differential, most of the voltages in the analog modulator are 
common-mode voltages. The excellent common-mode reject
ion of the part removes common-mode noise on these inputs. 
The digital filter provides rejection of broadband noise on the 
power supply, except at integer multiples of the modulator 
sampling frequency. The digital filter also removes noise from 
the analog and reference inputs, provided that these noise 
sources do not saturate the analog modulator. As a result, the 
AD7792/AD7793 are more immune to noise interference than a 
conventional high resolution converter. However, because the 
resolution of the AD7792/ AD7793 is so high, and the noise 
levels from the AD7792/AD7793 are so low, care must be taken 
with regard to grounding and layout. 

The printed circuit board that houses the AD7792/AD7793 
should be designed such that the analog and digital sections are 
separated and confined to certain areas of the board. A mini
mum etch technique is generally best for ground planes because 
it provides the best shielding. 

lt is recommended that the GND pins of the AD7792/ AD7793 
be tied to the AGND plane of the system. In any layout, it is 
important to keep in mind the flow of currents in the system, 
ensuring that the return paths for all currents are as close as 
possible to the paths the currents took to reach their destinations. 
Avoid forcing digital currents to flow through the AGND 
sections of the layout. 
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The g. round !'lanes of I he A 07792/A 07793 should be allowed 
to rl.lfl under llw AJ)7792/ AD7793 to prevent noise GOLIPling. 
The power· ~upply lines to ll1e i\07792/ i\07793 shoulu use as 

wide a tl'aCe as possible to provide low impedance ~>~ths and 
reJure th e eiTrcts ofglitdles on tho power supply li ne. Fa.<l 

;·witching s ignals such as clocks should be sh ielded with digital 
!(rounJ to avoid radiating noise to other sections oflbc b.oarJ, 
a nd cloclt ~ignal6 shoulJ n~vcr be run near the analog input~. 

1\voi<l crossover ol digital and analog signal!;. Traces on 

opposite sides of the board sho uld mn a• ri.ght a11gles 10 each 
oth~r. Th is reduces ll tt cftects of fcedJl~roug)1 through the 

board. A microstrip tedmique is by tar the best, but it is not 
always possible with a double-side<.! board. In this technique, 

t·be c0~poncnt side C\(th e hoard is dedicaJoo to ground pl~n<S, 
dnJ signal; ar~ placed on tht 5oldtr sfctc. 

AD7792/AD7793 1 

Good dccoupllng is impo rtant when using high rc.~olution 
ADCs. AVoo should be deco~.~t'led w ith 10 ~I' tantalum in 

parallel with 0.1 ftF C<tpadtors to GN D. DV vn s!Jou!J be 
decoupled with I 0 !!F tantalum in p-amlld with 0.1 ~~p 
capacitors I<> the sysl•ms .DGND plano, witlt tl\e systt ms 

AGND to DGND connectiott beiqg c.lose to the 
AD7792/AD7793. 

To achieve 1 be best from lhese decm1pling components, ll1ey 
should be placed as close a.s possible to the devke, id~<~l.ly right 
up agai nst 1 h~ de-vice" A II IC\g,ic chips shC\tlld be dccc.upled with 
0.1 fi F ccra miccapacllors to DGND. 
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APPLICATIONS INFORMATION 
The AD7792/AD7793 provide a low cost, high resolution 
analog-to-digital function. Because the analog-to-digital 
function is provided by a L-11 architecture, the parts are more 
immune to noisy environments, making them ideal for use in 
sensor measurement and industrial and process control 
applications. 

TEMPERA lURE MEASUREMENT USING A 
THERMOCOUPLE 

Figure 20 outlines a connection from a thermocouple to the 
AD7792/AD7793. In a thermocouple application, the voltage 
generated by the thermocouple is measured with respect to an 
absolute reference, so the internal reference is used for this 
conversion. The cold junction measurement uses a ratiometric 
configuration, so the reference is provided externally. 

Because the signal from the thermocouple is small, the 
AD7792/AD7793 are operated with the in-amp enabled to 

THERMOCOUPLE 
JUNCTION R 

GND 

amplify the signal from the thermocouple. As the input channel 
is buffered, large decoupling capacitors can be placed on the 
front end to eliminate any noise pickup that may be present in 
the thermocouple leads. The AD7792/ AD7793 have a reduced 
common-mode range with the in-amp enabled, so the bias 

voltage generator provides a common -mode voltage so that the 
voltage generated by the thermocouple is biased up to AVDD/2. 

The cold junction compensation is performed using a thermis
tor in the diagram. The on-chip excitation current supplies the 
thermistor. In addition, the reference voltage for the cold 

junction measurement is derived from a precision resistor in 
series with the thermistor. This allows a ratio metric measure

ment so that variation of the excitation current has no effect on 
the measurement (it is the ratio of the precision reference 
resistance to the thermistor resistance that is measured). 

CLK 

DOUT/RDY 

DIN 

SCLK 

Cs 

DVoo 

Figure 20. Thermocouple Measurement Using theAD1792/AD1793 
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TEMPERA JURE MEASUREMENT USING AN RTD 
To <lptimi1,c" 3-wire T\TO configuration, two identically 

matched current sow-ers arc required, The AD77'>2/ AD779 3. 
wh-ich coni a-in lh•o well matchc-J currt: nt -sourcf!S, are iJttally 
suited to these applications. One po,.ible 3-wm rootiguration 
is shown in Fl$tu'e 21. In this 3-wlrecontlgurntion, the lead 
n:s:is tanc~~ result in erroP.< if only one cu~nf is u.'<d. a~ 1 he 

exc.itulion current tlows through RLJ, developing a voltage error 
bdwten AINl(+)and AINl (- ). In I he sd acn1e outlincd1 the 
s•cQnd RTD cun'l! nt source is used to compensate tor the error 
introduced by the o:xcitat ion Ctl.l'!'eOti]owi.ng lhtougb RLJ . The 

second H1'D cuncnr !lows thmugh IU.2. Assuming flU and 
RU are equal (tbe leads wollld oot'mally be of tbe same 

AD7792/A07793 1 

mare.t•ial OJid of equal length). aiJd lOUT! and roun match. 
the error volta!!e across RL1 equals the error voltage a~ross Rll, 

and no < rmr voltagt Is developed b<'IW<'<'n A IN I ( +) and 
AINI ( ). 'l'wke the voltage i; develor ed anoss Rl3but, 
b~causc rhis is a comnHm mod<t volta~e. it does not ini'Toduce 
<rrors. 'T'hc rcfcn:ncc volrage for the AD7792/AD7793 is also 
gener:tted using o ne ol these mat~hed current source6. It is 
dcvelorcd u\ing a pn:dsicm n:si~tor and 1ppl ied to the 
dlff~re nl ial l'l!li:nmce pins o!theADC. This scheme fnsur~~ that 
t be analog input voltage span remains J'lltiorueb'ic to the 
rl!fenmc~ volt~ge. Any errors in llrt: analog input voll~ge duec lo 
Ule terupet'ature d1·ift of the excitation current are compensated 
by the variation t>fthc rdil ren e< voltage. 

OOlJTIRo'i 

DIN 

SOLK 

cs 
DVoo 

ClK 

FisJ<IIe11. RTD AwliluMnUi inyl/,eliD7791/IID779J 

H•v. ~ I t'•<~• Jll nt J1 
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OUTLINE DIMENSIONS 

ORDERING GUIDE 
Model 

AD7792BRU 

AD7792BRU-REEL 

AD7792BRUZ' 

AD7792BRUZ-REEL' 

AD7793BRU 
AD7793BRU-REEL 

AD7793BRUZ' 

AD7793BRUZ-REEL' 

EVAL-AD7792EBZ' 

EVAL-AD7793EBZ' 

1 z = RoHS Compliant Part. 

1.20 

~:~~ L6oooooooJr ~:~~ """l.iA€~:=:=:::JJ"'"' ~ 
~·_j .. "'l"' n '"o.3o.r\ TL~ --114-~ 

0·65 --t~0.19 SEATING oo 0.45 
BSC PLANE 

COPLANARITY 
0.10 

COMPLIANT TO JEDEC STANDARDS M0-153-AB 

Figure 22. 16-Lead Thin Shrink Small Outline Package [TSSOPJ 
(RU-16) 

Dimensions shown in millimeters 

Temperature Range Package Description 

-40"C to+ 1 05"C 16-Lead TSSOP 

-40"C to+ 1 05"C 16-Lead TSSOP 

-40"C to+ 1 05"C 16-Lead TSSOP 

-40"C to+ 1 05"C 16-Lead TSSOP 

-40"C to+ 1 05"C 16-Lead TSSOP 

-40"C to+ 1 05"C 16-Lead TSSOP 

-40"C to+ 1 05"C 16-Lead TSSOP 

-40"C to+ 1 05"C 16-Lead TSSOP 

Evaluation Board 

Evaluation Board 
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Package Option 

RU-16 

RU-16 

RU-16 

RU-16 

RU-16 

RU-16 

RU-16 

RU-16 
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I El Ell I Bun-Brown Products 
!rom Texas lnstrumtnts 

A0$1000 

S8AS)57A..SEPt~MBEI! 2006-REVISEO OCTOeER 2007 

LOW-POWER, 12-Bit ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER 
with 12C™ INTERFACE 

FEATURES 
• Complete 12-Bit Data Acquisition System in 

a Tiny SOT-23 Package 
• L.ow Current Consumption: Only 9011A 
• Integral Nonlinearity: 1 LSB Max 

• Single-Cycle Conversion 

• Programmable Gain Amplifier 
Gain =1, 2, 4, or 8 

• 128SPS Data Rate 
• I~C Interface with Two Available Addresses 

• Power Supply; 2.7V to S.SV 
• Pin· and Sol'tware-CompatibJe with 1 S.Bit 

ADS1100 

APPLICATIONS 
Voltage Monitors 

• Battery Management 
• Industrial Process Control 
• Consumer Goods 
• Temperature Measurement 

DESCRIPTION 

The ADS1000 1s an 12C-compatlble serial Interface 
Analog·lO-Oigftal (AID) oonver1er wflh differential 
Inputs and 12 bits of resolution 1n a tiny SOT23-6 
packa~e. Conversions are performed ratrometncally, 
usll'\9 the power supply as the reference voltage The 
ADS1000 operates from a single power supply 
rang1ng from 2.7V to 5.5V. 

The ADS1000 performs conversions at a rate of 128 
samples per second (SPS) The onboard 
programmable ga1n amplifier (PGA), Which offers 
gains of up to 8, allows smaller signals to be 
measured with hogh resolut10n In s1ngle-convefsoon 
mode, the ADS1000 automatically powers down after 
a conversoon. greatly reduc1ng current cansumpt1on 
dunng Idle penods 

The AOS1000 Is designed for applicabons where 
space end power consumpbon are major 
considerations Typrcal applicatiOns include portable 
tnstrumentahon, coosumer goods and voltage 
monttonng 

A Please be aWIIe 0'181 !lin 11''1JCrtar.l nOCJU concerr.ng avau.omfY. 'Sianoato wvranry ana use tn ert1C'II al)plcahon!i or 
~ Toxas Instruments sef!Kon<Nctor prodUcts and dtsdalmers toereto appears at file end 01 tin 4ata shut 
t2C I• e frlldernerk of NXP SennC<IIIductcn, Inc. 
AK C!het tr6dtmallcs are the property a/ th"" -bill>.,.,.,.,.. 
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AD$1000 

S8AS357A-SU'T£MGER 2008-RIMSEO OCTOOER 2007 

Thts omegraced eo«:ufl can be d3ma9ed by ESO Texas lnwumencs recommends cna1 • • ln!egraled orc:uol.s be handled wolh 
ai)PIOI)riate p<ecaUIJOI!s. Far10re lo ob$etve proper handflnQ and "'sll>aation procedures can cause damage. 

ESO da~N~ge can range from sublle petfo<mance degradation 10 comptel8 devc:e faolure PreosiO!I tncegrated cl!allts rna.y be 111001 
susceptoble 10 "•mage t>e<:ause ve<y small parametr1C Chaoges ooukl cause the devooe r>oiiO mee1 ns pubNshed specifications. 

PACKAGE/ORDERING INFORMATION 

For the most current package and ordering information. see the Package Optlon Addendum located at the end of 
this datasheet or see then website at www.ti.com. 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGSI11 
Over operating free-air cemperature range (unless otherwise noted). 

ADSIOOO UNIT 

Voo loGND -0 310 o6 v 
lnpul Curren! (Momentary) 100 mA 

tnpul Current (Continuous) 10 mA 

Voltage tO GNO. V0N., VoN- - 0 3 to Voo to •0.3 v 
Voltage to GNO. SDA, SCL -o.5 to •6 v 
Maximum Junclton Temperelure. TJ •1~0 ,c 
Operollng Temperarure ~0 10 • 125 ·C 

Storage Temperature -6010 •150 'C 

Lea<! Temperalure (sol<lenng lOs) •300 ·c 

(I) S\re$M$ abow! those ijsled under Absolute Muimum Rating& may cause pennanenl damage 10 the device Exposure 10 absolut& 
maxomum condltiOO$ lor el<lendeO pefiod:> may arfea device rebabtlfiY 

PIN CONFIGURATIONS 

BOO 801 

V,, GNO SCL 

o'Cacid~ oooooot 

2 

ProdUG1 Fokle1 llllk(a) ADSf()()l) 
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AD$1000 

SBAS3S7A-!lEPToU8ER :1006-REVIS£0 OCTORE:R 2007 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
AH specshcabons at -40 C to +85 C, V-., = '311, GNO = OV, and"'" PGAs, unless otherWise noled 

AOS1000 

PARAME'reR CONotnONS MIN TYP MAX UNIT 

ANALOG INPUT 

Fui~SCele Input Vcllage IV.,, J-tV, ) tVrc/PG/>1 v 
Analog lnout Voltage V,~., V 11 loGNO GND-02 v, t 0.2 v 
om .... nllallnpullmpedance 2•/PGA MO 
Common-MOde lnpul Impedance 8 MO 

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 

Resolutoon No Missing Codl'!< 12 Bils 

OliO RBI~ 104 128 184 SPS 

lnl~grel Nonlineenly IINL) t0.1 1 LSB 
Ottse1 Erw 1 :t2 LSB 

Goln Err<lf 0.01 0.1 ~~ 

DIGITAL INPUT/OUTPUT 

lOQIC IAvel 
v , 0 7 voo 6 v 
v, GND-0.5 o 3 v.,, \} 

v I =JmA GNO 0~ v 
Jnpull ea~ege 

I v = SSV Ill ~A 

I v. =GNO -10 jJA 

POWER-SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS 

I Power· Suoply Voll-ot V..c 27 S.5 v 
Supply CUtrenl Power-Down 005 2 ..... 

Acwe 90 150 IIA 
Power O.s11pebon ~ 

Vc-: =SrJIJ •so I 750 IJW 

Vr..: =3 rJIJ 210 IJW 

0 I Ear:h Input v . .,. end V ,_ must meet tne absolute inpul voltage 'PI!CI~tallons 
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TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
At T • = 25•C and Vrr, = SV, unless otherwise indicated. 

SUPPLY CURRENT vs TEMPERATURE SUPPLY CURRENT vs 12C BUS FREQUENCY 
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OFFSET ERROR vs TEMPERATURE 
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GAIN ERROR vs TEMPERATURE 
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THEORY OF OPERA llON 

Tne ADS1000 IS a fully differential, 12-l:llt AID 
converter The ADS1000 allows users to obtain 
precise measurements With a minimum of effort, and 
the devtoe rs extremely ea!rf to deSigll witf1 and 
configure 

The ADS1000 conSists or an AID co1111ener core wrth 
adJustable ga1n, a clock generator, and an 12c 
rnterface Each or these blockS are described rn detail 
In the sections that follow. 

ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER 

The ADS1000 uses a switched-capacitor input stage. 
To external clrcuitiy, it looks roughly hke a resistance. 
The resrstance value depends on the capacrtor 
values and the rate at which they are switched. The 
sw1tch1ng cloak rs generated by the onboard clock 
generator, so 1ts frequency, nominally 275kHz, Is 
dependent on supply voltage and temperature The 
capac1tor values depend on the PGA. setting 

The common-mode and drfferenlral input impedances 
are dtfferent For a gain setting of PGA, the 
drfferenbal1nput Impedance IS typically 2 4MO/PGA 

The common-mode tmpedanoe 1s typically 8MQ 

OUTPUT CODE CALCULA llON 

The ADS1000 outputs codes in bmary twos 
complement formal. The output code 1s confined to 
the range of nurnbefs -2048 to 2047, and Is g1ven 
'o'/ 

OutputCode z 2048(PGA)(v -v-v .. -} 

CLOCK GENERATOR 

The ADS1000 features an onboard clock generator 
The Typical Charactensltcs show variations in data 
rate over supply voltage and temperature. It Is not 
possible to operate the ADS1 000 wtth an extemal 
clock 

USING THE ADS1000 

OPERATING MODES 

The ADS1000 operates in one of two modes 
continuous conversion and single conversion 

In conUnuous oonversron mode. the ADS1000 
conunuously performs conversions Once a 

co1111ersroo has been completed the AOS1000 places 
tne result In the output regrster. and immediately 
begins anotner convers~on When tne ADS1000 is In 
contanuous converston mode, the STJBSY brt tn the 
configuration regtster always reads '1' 

In s1ngle conversion mode, the ADS1000 warts unbl 
the ST /BSY btl In the conversion register is set to '1'. 
When thrs happens, the ADS1000 powers up and 
performs a single conversion After the co1111ersion 
completes the ADS1 000 places the result ln the 
output regtster, resets the ~TIBSY brt to '0'_ and 
powers down Wntrng a '1 to ST/BSY Whtle a 
conversion Is rn progress has no effect 

When switching from continuous conversion mode to 
srngle conversron mode, the ADS1000 Will complete 
the current conversion, reset the STIBSY btl to '0' and 
power-down the dev1ce 

RESET AND POWER-UP 

When the ADS1000 powers up, rt automatically 
performs a reset As part or the reset the ADS1000 
sets aU of the bots 1n the configuration register to their 
respect1ve default settings. 

The ADS1000 responds to the t2(; General Call 
Reset command \Nhen the ADS1 000 receives a 
General Gall Reset, 11 performs an Internal reset 
exactly as though 11 had just been powered on 

llC INTERFACE 

The ADS1000 communicates through an 12(; 
(Inter-Integrated C1rcurt) Interface The IZC mterface is 
a two-wtre, open-drain 1nterface supporting multiple 
devtces and masters on a S4ngle bus. Devrces on the 
i1C bus only dnve the bus hnes low, by connecbng 
them to ground, they never dnve the bus lrnes htgh 
Instead, the bus w~res are pulled h1gh by putt -up 
reststors, so the bus w~res are high when no cfeV10e 1s 
drrvlng them low This way, two dev1ces cannot 
conflict, if two dev1oes dnve the bus simultaneously, 
there IS no dnver contentron 

Communication on the I~C bus always takes place 
between two devtces, one actmg as the master and 
the other act1ng as the slave. Both masters and 
slaves oan read and wrrte, but slaves can only do so 
under the dtrect1on of the master Some 12C devrces 
can act as masters or slaves, but the ADS1000 can 
only act as a slave devu:e 

PrOducl Felde< llnk(SI AOStOOO 
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An 12C bUs consiSts of two lines, SDA and SCL SDA 
carries data; SCL provides the clock AU data is 
transml!ted across the 12c bus in groups of e19hl btls 
To send a brt on the t2C bus. the SDA line ts drtven to 
the bit level whtle SCL ts loW (a Low on SDA 
tndtcates the btl tS ·o·· a Htgh tndicates the btt ts '1') 
Once the SDA line has settled, the SCL line is 
brought htgh. then low. Thts pulse on SCL clocks the 
SDA btl Into the recetver shift register 

The t2C bus is bldirecttonal: the SDA line ts used both 
for transmttling and recetving data. When a master 
reads from a stave, the slave dnves the data line, 
when a master sends to a slave, the master drives 
the data ltne. The master always dnves the clock line. 
The ADS1000 never drives SCL, because it cannot 
act as a master. On the AOS1000, SCL is an input 
only 

Most of the time the bus is idle, no communicatton 
takes place, and both ltnes are high. When 
communtcalton takes place, the bus is active. Only 
master devtces can start a communication They do 
this by causing a start condition on the bus. Normally, 
the data ltne ts only allowed to change state whtle the 
clock line ts low If the data line changes state while 
the clock line Is high, Jt is either a start condition or Its 
counterpart, a stop condition A start condttion is 
when the clock line ts high and the data hne goes 
from high to low. A stop cond1bon is when 1he clock 
hne 1S high and the data hne goes from low to htgh 

Alter the master Issues a S1art condition, it sends a 
tJyre that tndicates wllh which slave device rt wants to 
communicate Th•s byte ts called the address byte 
Each devtce on an 12c bus !las a unique 7-brt 
address to which 11 responds (Staves can also have 
10-bit addresses, see the 12c spectficatton for 
details ) The master sends an address in the address 
byte, together With a bit that tndtcates whether tt 
wishes to read from or write to the slave device 

6 

Every byte transmitted on the l'c bus, whether rt be 
address or data is acknowledged with an 
acknowledge bfl. When a master has finoshed 
sendtng a byte, eight data bits, lo a slave, II stops 
driv.ng SDA and watts for the slave to acknowledge 
the byle. The slave acknowledges the byte by pulling 
SDA low The master then sends a clock pulse to 
clock the acknowledge btl Slmtlar1y, when a master 
has ftnfshed readtng a byte, tt pulls SDA low to 
acknowledge to the slave that It has fintshed reading 
ttle byte It then sends a cloak pulse to clock the btl 
(Remember that the master always drives the clock 
line.) 

A not-acl<nowledge Is performed by stmply leaving 
SDA htgh dunng an acknowledge cycle. If a device is 
not present on the bus, and the master attempts to 
address It, 11 will reoetve a not-acknowledge because 
no devtoe ts present at that address to pull the line 
low 

When a master has ftntshed communicating with a 
slave, tt may tssue a stop condit1on. When a stop 
condibon is tssued, the bus becomes idle again A 
master may also tssue another start condition. When 
.a Start COnditiOn IS ISSued While the bus IS actfve, ft ~S 
called a repeated start condition 

A ttmtfll dtagram for an ADS1000 l'c uansaction IS 

ShoWn tn Ftgu<e 6 Table 1 gtves the parameters for 
this dtagram. 

ProduCI FQioet Unkhl AOStOOO 
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Figure 6. 12C Timing Diagram 

Table 1 . Timing Diagram Definitions 

FAST MODE HIGI!-sl'e£0 MODE 

PARAMETER MIN MAX IIIIN MAX UNITS 

SCLk Operating Fr~u~cy f~u , 0.4 ~ .• MHo 

Bu'JO Free Time Berween STOP end ST~RT ~€9Jf"l eoo 160 ,. 
O'ondition 

Hofd Time After R• peet•dSTART Condition. t "Q_ .. ,., 600 160 ns 
After thi~ period. the ft' \1 d oek ~ ganerat~. 

Repfotf<l START Condition Stttup Tlmo 1r51,ft.t~. 600 160 •• 
STOP Cond'tlion Setup Ti1Jl1> """"..., 600 160 ns 

O.ta Hokt Time \ llt:1i*!; 0 0 ns 

Oat• Sotup Time itsuo· ,.. 100 10 ns 

SCLK Clock tow Period ~"""' 1300 IGO ns 

SCLK Clock H\gh Panod \ t!IG:tjl 600 flO ns 

Cloe;kiO~t• Ftll Tim• t. 300 160 ns 

Qock/Oata Rf~ Tim. t;. 30.0 160 ns 

Copyrlgku ~ 2006-2007, ft1.U IMttumemllneorpote.tfd Suomot. Documentation Feedbac~ 

Product Folder Unk(~l: AOS?OOIJ 
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ADS1000 12¢ ADDRESSES 

The ADS1000 12C address as either 1001000 or 
1001001, set at the factory The address as Identified 
with an AO or an A 1 wrthtn the orderable name 

Tt1e two different 12C vanants are also marked 
differently. Devaces with an 12C address of 1001000 
have packages marked BOO, wh~e devaces wath an 
12C address or 1001001 are marked with 801. See 
the Package/Ordering Information Table for a 
complete listing or the ADS1000 l?c addresses and 
tape and reel size 

12C GENERAL CALL 

The ADS1 000 responds to General Calf Reset, which 
is an address byte of OOh followed tty a data byte of 
06h The ADS1000 acknowledges both bytes. 

On receivang a General Call Reset, the AD$1000 
performs a lull internal reset, just as though it had 
been powered off and then on. If a conversion ts In 
Pfooess, at as anterrupted; the output register is set to 
zero and the oonliguration register returns to Its 
default settang 

The ADS1000 always ackraowledges the General Call 
address byte of OOh, but It does not acknowledge any 
General Call data bytes other than 04h or 06h. 

tlc DATA RATES 

The 12C bUs operates an one of three speed modes· 
Standard. whach allows a clock frequency of up to 
100kHz, Fast. whach allows a dock frequency of up to 
400kHz, and Htg~ mode (also called Hs 
mode) whtch allows a clock frequency of up to 
3 4MHz The AOS1000 Is Jufly compatible wath all 
three modes 

No specaal action needs to be taken to I.JSe the 
ADS1 000 an Standard or Fast modes. but High-speed 

mode must be activated To acbvate High-speecl 
mode, send a special address t¥e of 00001XXX 
followang the start condatron, where the XXX bits are 
unaque to the Hs-capable master This byte os called 
the Hs master G'()09 (Note tnat thas as different from 
normal address bytes. the low bit does not andicate 
read/write status.) The ADS1000 will not 
ackraowledge thas byte; the l?c specaficataon prohibits 
acknowledgment of the Hs master code. On receiving 
a master code, the ADS1000 wall swatch on its 
High-speed mode filters, and will oommunfoate at up 
to 3 4MHz The ADS1000 switches out of Hs mode 
with the next stop condition. 

For more anforanatlon on Hlgh"speed mode, consult 
the 12C speclfacataon 

REGISTERS 

The ADS1000 has two regasters that are accessible 
vta its 12C port. The output register contains the result 
of the last conversaon, the configurataon regaster 
allows users to change the ADS1000 operating mOde 
and query the slatus of the device 

OUTPUT REGISTER 

The 16-bit output regtS1er contaans the result of the 
last conversaon an binary two's complement format 
Since the port yoetds 12 bits of data, the ADS1000 
outputs rlght·JUSbfied and sign-extended codes. This 
output format makes 11 posstble to perform averagang 
using a 16-blt accumulator 

Following reset or power-up, the output register is 
cleared to '0', II remains zero unhl the first converston 
as completed Therefore, tf a user reads the ADS1000 
just after reset or power-up. the ou1put regaster wilt 
read '0' 

The output regaster format as shown an Table 2 

Table 2. OUTPUT REGISTER 

(I) 01~0 1 2 are ••gn ex!en•aons or 1'2·1><1 dot a. 

8 
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CONFIGURATION REGISTER 

A user controls the ADS1000 operabng mode and 
PGA settings v1a the 8-bit configuration reg1ster The 
configuration reg1ster fonnat 1s shOwn m Table 3 The 
default settmg rs SOH 

Table 3. CONFIGURATION REGISTER 
6 2 

I STIBSY I 0 I 0 sc I 0 I 0 I PGA1) PGAO I 
Bit 7 : ST/BSY 

The meamng of the ST/BSY bit depends on whether 
11 1s betng written to or read from. 

In single convers1on mode, wrjting a '1' to the ST/BSY 
bit causes a converston to start, and wnting a '0' has 
no effect In continuous conversion mode, lhe 
ADS1000 ignores the value written to ST/BSY. 

When read 1n s•ngle conversion mode, ST/BSY 
1nd1cates Whether the AID CQnverter fs busy ta1<1ng a 
convers1on II STJBSY Is read as ' 1', the AID 
converter Is busy, and a conversion is taking plaoe; 1f 
'0', no conve1ston is taking place, and the result of the 
last convers1on 1S available 1n the outpUt register 

In continuous mode, ST/BSY fs atways read as '1' 

Bits 6 - 5: Reserved 

Brts 6 and 5 must be set to zero 

Bit4: SC 

SC controls whether the ADS1000 IS 1n contJnuous 
convers•on or srngle conversion modEL When SC Is 
'1 ', the ADS1000 1s 111 SJngle conversron mode; when 
SC Is '0', the ADS1000 is in continuous conversion 
mode The default setting is '0' 

Bits 3 - 2: Reserved 

B•ts 3 and 2 must be set to zero. 

ADS1000 

Bits 1 - 0: PGA 

Bfts 1 and 0 control the ADS1000 gatn setttng, see 
Table 4 

Table 4. PGA Bits 

PGA1 PGAO GAIN 

o'' 0 11) 1 "' 

0 1 2 
1 0 • 
1 1 8 

(1) Oefoult setUn9. 

READING FROM THE AOS1000 

A user can read the output reg1ster and the contents 
of the configura non regtster from the ADS1000 To ao 
thts, address the ADS1000 for readrng, and read 
three bytes from the deVICe. T"e first two t1,1tes are 
the oulpUt reg1ster contents, the third byte 1s t"e 
conflguratlon register contents 

A user does not always have to read three bytes from 
the ADS1000. If only the contents or the output 
reg1ster are needed read only two bytes 

Readtng more than three bytes from the ADS1000 
has no et1ec1 All of lhe bytes begrrYwlg wrth the 
fourth byte wril be FFh See F~gure 7 for a bmrng 
diagram of an ADS1000 read operation 

WRITING TO THE AOS1000 

A user can write new contents 1nto the configuration 
regtster (the contents of the output regtster cannot 
change) To do this, address the ADS1000 lor Writ1ng. 
and wnte one byte to it Thts byte 1s written into the 
configuration reg1ster 

Wnt1ng more than one byte to the ADS1000 has no 
eflecl The ADS1000 Ignores any bytes sent to It after 
the nrst one, and will only acknowledge the first byte. 
See F1gure 8 for a timu19 diagram of an ADS1000 
write operation. 

9 
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Figure 8. Timing Diagram for Writing to the ADS1000 
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APPUCATIONINFORMATION 

BASIC CONNECTIONS 
For many applications, connecting the ADS1000 Is 
extremely simple A baSIC connection diagram for the 
A051 000 IS shown In FigUre 9 

The fully dirferentlal voltage 1nput of the ADS1000 Is 
1deal for connect1on to differentia l sources with 
moderately low source 1mpedance, such as bndge 
sensors and thermistors Although the ADS1000 oan 
read bipolar differential signals, it cannot accept 
negative voltages on either 1nput. It may be helpful to 
think of the ADS1000 positive voltage Input as 
nonlnvertlng, and of the negatiVe input as inverting. 

When the ADS1000 1s converting, it draws current In 
short spikes The 0 1 ~F bYpass capacitor supplies 
the momentary bursts of extra current needed from 
the supply 

The AOS1000 interfaces directly to standard mode 
fast mode, and high-speed mode 12C controllers. Any 
microcontroller t2C peripheral, 1nclud1ng master-only 
and non-multiple-master 12C peripherals, Will work 
With the ADS1000 The ADS1000 does not perform 
clock-stretching (that is, it never pulls the clock line 
low), so it IS nol necessary to prov1de for th1s unless 
other devices are on the same IZC bus. 

Pull-up resistors are necessary on both the SDA and 
SCL lines because 12C bUs c;lnvers are open-drain. 
The s1ze of these resistors c:lepends on the bus 
operat1ng speed and capacitance of the bus lines. 
Higher-value resistors consume less power, but 
Increase the transition t1mes on the bus, limiting the 
bus speed. Lower-value resistors allow higher speed 
at the expense of htgher power consumpbon, Long 
bus lanes have higher capaCitance and require 
smaller pullup resistors to compensate. The resistors 
should not be too small; If they are, the bus driVers 
may not be able to pull the bus fines low 

v 

Fi_gure 9. Typical Connections of the AOS1000 

II 
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CONNECTING MUL TlPLE DEVICES 

Connecting two ADS1000s to a single bus is almost 
tnv1al An example show1ng two ADS1000s and one 
ADS1100 connected on a s1ngte ous IS shown 10 
F~gvre 10 Multiple devrces can be connected to a 
Single bus (provided that their addresses are 
dllferent) 

Note lhat only one set of pull-up res1stors is needed 
per bus A user m1ght find that he or she needs to 
lower the pull-up resrstor values slightly to 
compensate for the additional bus capacrtanoe 
presented by multiple devices and increased line 
length, 

NOTE A:l51000 po
und •""' c:orwwc!.lotl¥ 
omotled lOt dan¥. 

ADS1000AO 

Figure 10. Connecting Multiple ADS1000s 

USING GPIO PORTS FOR t2C 

Most mlcrocontrollers have progra mrnable 
111pvt1output pins that can be set in softWare to act as 
inputs or outputs. If an 12C controller Is not available, 
the ADS1000 can be connected to GPIO pins, and 
the 12C bus protocol srmulated, or bit-banged, in 
software. An example or this for a single ADS1000 Is 
shown m P1gure 11 . 

12 SUOITil Docvmen1a11011 Feedbeclo 

MCmccMYJolttt Of 
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J 

NOTE. A:l51000 P""·"' 
rt.nd h'1)Ut connooions 
tlf l~i1t.>d ~ d arl;y 

Figure 11. Us ing GPIO with a Single ADS1 000 

Blt·oang1ng 12c w1th GPIO p1ns can be done by 
setilng the GPIO line to zero and toggling it between 
1nput and output modes to apply the proper bus 
states. To dnve the line low, lhe p1n ts set to output a 
'0' to let the line go h1gh, the pin rs set to mput When 
the pin 1s set to rnput, the state of the pin can be 
read, if another device IS pulling the line low, this 
device Will read as a '0' m the port •nput reg1ster 

Note that no pull-up res1stor 1s shown on !he SCL 
line In this s1mple case, the resJstor 1s not needed, 
the mietocontroller can srmply leave the line on 
output, and set rt to '1' or '(1 as appropriate It can do 
this because the ADS1000 never droVes !Is clock line 
low Th1s lechmque can also be used wrth multiple 
devices and has the adVantage of lower currert 
consumption resultrng from the absence of a res1slive 
pull-up 

If there are any dev1ces on the bus that may dnve 
the if clock hnes low, the above method should not be 
used, the SCL hne ShOUld be hlgh·Z or ZefO and a 
puu.up resrstor provided as usual Note also that thrs 
cannot be done on the SDA line in any case, 
because the ADS1000 does dnve the SDA line low 
from time to t•me, as all 12C devioes do. 

Some mlcrocontrollers have selectable strong puii·UP 
circuits buill into the GPIO ports In some cases, 
these can be S\1/ltohed on and used 1n place of an 
external pull-up resistor. Weak pull-ups are also 
provided on some mlcrocontrollers, but usually these 
are too weak for 12C communication. If there •s any 
doubt about the matter, test the circurt before 
comm1ttlng It to produot1on. 
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SINGLE-ENDED INPUTS 

Although the ADS1000 has a fully differenllal input. rt 
can easily measure s1ngle-ended s1gnals. A S1mp4e 
single-ended connect1on scheme is shown in 
F1gure 12 Tr.e ADS1000 is oonftgured for 
Single-ended measurement t:J.; grounding either of Its 
Input pins. usually V1"'..., and applying the input signal 
to V1N, The Single-ended signal can range from 
...{) 2V to V00 + 0 3V The ADS1000 loses no linearity 
anywhere In its mput range. NegaWe voltages cannot 
be applied to this circUit because the ADS1000 inputs 
can onlY accept positive voltages. 

~~ ~ ... CapAC1:o! 
~Jp• 'J> IOOp'< 

IIYP I 

Figure 12. Measuring Single-Ended Inputs 

The ADS1000 inpul range IS bipolar differential with 
respect to the reference, that IS, V0 o- The 
strgle·ended ctrcult shown 1n Ftgure 12 covers only 
half the ADS1 000 1nptJ1. scale because II does not 
produoe differentially negatiVe 1nputs; therefore, one 
btt or resotutoon IS lost The ORV134 balanced hne 
drtver can be employed to regatn this bd for 
stngle-ended stgnals 

NegatiVe Input vonages must be level-shrfted A good 
cand1date for th1s function Is the THS4130 differentral 

ADS1000 
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amptofier. which can output fully differential stgnals 
This device can also help recover the lost bit noted 
prevrously for s1ngle-ended posiltve signals. 
Level-shifting can also be performed using the 
DRV134 

LOW-SIDE CURRENT MONITOR 

Frgure 13 shows a orrcu1t for a low-stde shunt-type 
currerll monitor The cirCuit reads the voltage across 
a shunt res1stor, wh1ch 1s srzed as small as possible 
while still glv1ng a readable output voltage Tllis 
volta9e 1s amplified o.; an OPA335 low-drift op-amp, 
and tile result is read by the ADS1000. 

NOTES ll)f'UII<IoM1 11'>""""'"'Jow""""'""''""I!I'ODV r4 A~ •1A.tWI<JII•~nVdrup114,W~a,~renl 

Figure 13. Low-Side Current Measurement 

II IS recommended thai the AOS1000 be operated at 
a gatn or 8 The ga1n or the OPA335 can then be set 
lower For a gatn of 8, the op amp should be 
conf1gured to g1ve a rnaxrmum output voltage of no 
greater than 0. i5V If the sllunt resistor is sized to 
provide a max1mum vonage drop of 50mV at 
full-scale current, the full ·scale fnptJI. to the ADS1000 
is 063V 

13 
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ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

The ADS1000 is fabricated in a small-geometry 
low-voltage process The analog 1nputs feature 
protection diodes to the supply ralls. However, the 
current-handling abdlty of these diodes is llmited, and 
the AOS1000 can be permanently damaged by 
analog input voltages that remain more than 
apprO)(Imately 300mV beyond the ralls for el<tended 
penods One way to protect against overvoltage ts to 
place current-limiting resistors on lhe inplrt lines The 
ADS1 000 analog Inputs can W1lhsland momentary 
currents of as large as 1 OmA. 

The prev1ous paragraph does not apply to the li1C 
ports, WhiCh can both be dnven to 6V regardless of 
the supply 

If the ADS1000 1s dnven by an op amp with high 
voltage supplies. such as ±12V, protection should be 
prov1ded, even 1f the op amp is configured so that 11 
will not output out-of-range voltages. Many op amps 
seek to one of the supply ralls immediately when 
power Is applied, usually before the mput has 

,. 

stabllaed, th1s momentary spke can damage the 
AOS1000 Sometimes this damage is incremental 
and results 1n slow long-term fa1lure-wh1Ch can be 
distastrous lor permanentlY Installed, low
maintenance systems 

If using an op amp or other front-end circUitry with the 
AOS1000, be sure to take the performance 
charaotenst1cs of thiS cucu1try Into account; a cham IS 
only as strong as 1ts weakest link 

ANt data convener IS only as good as Its reference. 
For the AOS1000, the reference IS the power supply, 
and the power supply must be clean enough to 
.achieve the des1red performance. If a power-supply 
filter capacitor is used, II should be placed close to 
the V00 p1n. wllh no v1as placed between the 
capacitor and the pin. The trace leading to the pin 
should be as wide as possible, even 1f ~ must be 
necked down at the dev1oe. 

PrOduce Fci-Link(s t .-os!OOO 
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Revision History 

NOTE Page numbers for prevtous re111s1ons may differ from page numbers '" the current verston 

Chang as from Original (September 2006) to Revision A Page 

• Changed logic level min value from (0 7GND) to (0.7VOD) . 3 

15 
PrOduct Fddet llnk(S) .-OS1000 
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~is. TEXAS 
V INSTRUM£NTS 

PACKAGE MATERIALS INFORMATION 

www.u.com 17-Sap-201 1 

TAPE AND REEL INFORMATION 

REEL DIMENSIONS TAPE DIMENSIONS 

fJJ 0oonel'6oOI'Id!!lig!lo!diDflcmn!noclrAe lhe~nawicv.tt 

80 ~~, 0.1tigroed •o acrorM\IJd:tili lhlt .::omQOOeflj ler!glh 

~0 D.mtt$i01'10ftllgl'lff110~ei.Mt~t!C ifllc~ 

w OYec;ill~~\~ !t\clcaniC~IQC.If 

PI P•ld'l b«Ntel'l Jl.leetsi~Vt tav.{y cetliM 

TAPE AND REEL INFORMATION 

·All dimensions ar.e nominal 

Oovlco Packago Packago Pins SPQ Real Roo! AO 80 KO PI w Pin I 
Type Drawing Diameter Width (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) Quadrant 

(mm) W1(mm 

ADSlOOOAOIDBVR SOT-23 DBV 6 3000 178.0 9.0 3.23 3,17 1.37 4.0 8.0 03 

AOSl OOOAOIOBVT SOT-23 DBV 6 250 178.0 9.0 3.23 S. 17 1.37 4.0 8.0 03 

ADSIOOOAIIDBVR SOT-23 DBV 6 3000 178.0 9.0 3 .23 3 .17 1.37 4.0 8.0 Q3 

ADS I OOOA 110BVT SOT-23 DBV 6 250 178.0 9.0 3.23 3.17 1.37 4.0 8.0 Q3 

PacJ< Materials-Page 1 
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.lis. TEXAS 
"V INSTRUMEN1S 

PACKAGE MATERIALS INFORMATION 

TAPE AND REEL BOX DIMENSIONS 

~All dimensions- e.re nomlna:l 

Device Package Type Package Drawing Pins SPQ Length(mm) Wldth (mm) Height(mm) 

AOS1 OOOAOIOBVR SOT-23 DBV 6 3000 180.0 180.0 18.0 

ADS 1 OOOAOIDBVT SOT-23 OBV 6 250 180.0 18M 18.0 

A051 OOOA110BVR SOT-23 DBV 6 3000 180.0 180.0 19.0 

AOS1000A110BVT SOT-23 DBV 6 250 180.0 180.0 18.0 

Pack Materials-Page 2 
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MECHANICAL DATA 

DBV (R-PDSO-G6) PLASTIC SMALL-OUTLINE PACKAGE 

Pin 1 
Index Are9. 

(See Detail) 

Pin 1 
Index Area 

DETAIL: 
OPTIONAL ORIENTATION 

MARKING 

~45 MAX 

Lb 0 0 d_l_ 
0,15] 
0,00 

... ,, .. j @t 
lolo.1ol 

4073253-5/L 08/2013 

NOTES: A. All linear dimensions are in millimete111. 
B. This drawing Is sub )oct to change without notice. 
C. Body dimensions do nat Include maid flash or protrusion. Maid flash and protrusion shall nat exceed 0.15 per side. 
D. Leads 1,2,3 may be wider than leads 4,5,6 for package orientation. 

&. Falls within JEDEC M0-178 Variation AB, except minimum lead width. 

·~ENTS www.tl.com 
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LAND PATTERN DATA 

DBV (R-PDSO-G6) PLASTIC SMALL OUTLINE 

Example Board Layout 

/-----.......___ 2[,7 
/ \ 

I \ (\ -EJ-BfJ-- -
\, ~, L o,95 ,......._ ____ _ 

' 
I 
' ----}-/ 

/ 

- 0,6 -

1 

\ 

\ 
' ' 

Based 
5o~n~il sPfn~Jiin~ickness 

of .127mm (.005inch). 

~E-8--G--B---T 
_j Lo,55 

2,7 

-8-G-B-1 
--1 L o,95 

Solder Mask Opening 

I ,05 

j 
I 

' Pad Geometry 

\ I 

\ ,JL 0,07 I 

'""-
All Around 

-.......__ 
4209593-4/C 08/11 

NOTES: A. All linear dimensions are in millimeters. 
B. This drawing is sub jed to change without notice. 
C. Customers should place a note on the circuit board fabrication drawing not to alter the center solder mask defined pad. 
D. Publication IPC-7351 is recommended for alternate designs. 

E. Loser cutting apertures with trapezoidal walls and also rounding corners will offer better paste release. Customers should 
contact their board assembly site for stencil design recommendations. Example stencil design based on a 50% volumetric 
metal load solder paste. Refer to IPC-7525 for other stencil recommendations. 

·=UMEN'IS www.tl.com 
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IMPORTANT NOTICE 

Tex1s lnstrum~s lnc:a-poraled and its subsidiaries (n ) rl"~tve the right to .,._ke COI"''ediOM ent\ln«menls. irrp-OYe-ments and ctner 
chonges tons S«~Nc~ciJctor produ«s and ~per JES046.1atest issue all(lto IIIS<:OOUn<J~ any pte>Wc:l or $eM« per JES043. 1atest 
Issue Buyers should Clbl8in the l•t«t relevant itllama5on bel.:n placing orders and >hc>uld verily thot such inlormebCII'IIS eur.,nt and 
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suppled at the !•me ol O<der ad<nawtedgrnenL 
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to suwort thiS W81ranty. Except where mand•ted by applicable law. testing olell perometers ol eoch oomponent is not necessarily 
pertQfllled. 

Tl tsS\Imes no liability for applications assistance "'the deSlgn of Buyers' produots Buyers are responSlble for their products and 
eppllcollons using Tl components To minimize the ri<ks assoctated With Buye"' products end opplcetlons. Buyers should p<olllde 
adequate design and operaUng safeguards. 
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